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THE WEEKLY. 
Why do business men_ have so little respect for school teac~ers? 
Weare sometimes told that school teachers are the worst class of 
"dead beats" in the country, which of course is not true; but 
why is it that the teachers exert so little influence 10 business cir-
cle!l,? 
The New England Journal of Education is lashing. itself into 
a fine fury over Gail Hamilton's little book, "Our Common 
Schools." The WEEKLY is out of that business. It will not 
- again 'lttaf:k a woman, f~r she is bound. to have the last word. 
In this worlt theI:e is nothmg worth opposmg that has not appeared 
in the Chnstz'an ,Union. Th.e WEEKLY paid devoted attentions 
to Gail at the time, in No. 121 in two articles entitled" A Fu· 
'rious Gail,'"and "Another Blast." But what was the l;lse? ~he 
has had the hardihood to republish her Chnstz'an Union articles 
. in bo.ok fQrm, and that too without saying as much as '.'by your 
leave." There is no use wrangling with a woman. She is bound 
-to have the best of you, if not in one way certainly in another. 
"When she wiIl she will, you may depend on't, 
And when she wont sJ;ie wQnt, and there's an end on't." 
We lcnew that before," and yet he wrote with one of those,sharp-
pointed pens which seem to lie nearest at hand whenever he writes 
I for the press. , 
To the effort thus inaugurate4 and defended by Supt. Marble 
the WEEKLY extends a.hearty approval. It could not be expected 
that the first effort should be without defect and beyond criticism, 
but it is .reasonable to expect -that there should be improvem~nt 
made from month to month. It is not wise to discourage th'e 
effort because of imp erfecti oris in its accomplishment. The little 
beginning thus made we predict will grow into an important and 
widely felt influence. It opens the way to a 'more sys'tellllitic' and 
thorough study of the news of the day, and'thus to a more general 
acquaintance with contemporaneous history. And this ' ~ind of 
information it is that will fit and prepare boys to become active 
men on leaving the schooL This Kind of information it is that 
will prevent much stupid and experimental legislation, and ~on­
sequently save mnch time and money to the state and the nation. 
Let the schools get as'much as possible of the "Topics of the 
Day," and let a definite time be appropriated for their, discussion. 
To be sure the teachers must use discretion i~ admitting party 
politics -and questions of religion into such discussions, but ho 
teacher is fit to teach who has not discretion, and this is only 
one of\ a thousand cases where discretion and good judginent are r 
essen tiill. - , 
You who believe in the newspaper in school, 'send for these 
"Topics." They are clean, and pure, and pointed, a~d are pre-
pared with a' purpose. 
The Sanitary Engineer, of New York, offered-the sum of J50o, 
in four prizes, to be paid to the parties submitting the four best 
designs for a public school-house. The conditions and nature 
of the offer were fully given in the WEEKLY in January last. The 
designs submitted have been examined by ' the commi-ttee ap-
pointed and the result announced. The first prize, $250, was 
awarded to Arthur T. Mathews, of Oakland,' CalIfornia; the 
second, $125, to Samuel F. Thayer~ of Boston'; ' th~ third, $75, to 
H. C. Koch & Co., of Milwaukee, whose card-has _ appeareq. ip 
the WEEKLY since its establishment; and th\! fouIth, $50, to R. 
G. Kenne,dy, of Philadelphia. 
Accompanying the report of the committee are the following 
The "Topics of the Day" men,tioned among the notes in vital recommendations: ~nother column have beep. severely criticised by the New York , At least two adjoining 'sides of the building ~hould ~e fr.eely exposed to . 'r' , • 
EVe1Zing Post, particularly as to the style used by their author. light and air, for which Pllrpose they should be not less than sixty feet distant . 
The ' Worcester Spy publishes also what Mr. Marble calls .a . rom any opposite building. - .. 
. . fl ~ot more than three of the Boors should be occupied for class·rooms. . 
_ "funny little echo," which~ in a satirIcal way, re ects unfavora- In each class· room not less that fifteen square feet of Boor hrea should b!l 
bly upon the "tracts." The Worcester Evening Gazette offers allotted to each pupil. ' 
. some sensible suggestions, ' and publishes a brief note from Mr. i ii each class·room the window space should not be less than one·fourth of . 
, Marble, in which he' disclaims the authorship of the papers, but tbe floor space, and the distance of ' the desk most.remQte frQm the windQw 
- "answers fot them as if they were his own." All parties agree that shQuld nQt be mQre than Qr.e and 'One-half times the height, 'Of the ',top 'Of the 
the object aimed at is commendable, and all seem to agree also windQw f~Qm thfe Boor. h ld d r r 
. . . . . . The height '0 a class·room s QU never exeee IQurteen leet. 
m the oplOlon that the language used by the wnter IS not most ' Th . . r ti'l t' h Id b h t 'd r ' h -
. . ' _ " " . , _ '~ e prOV1S1Qns IQr ven a lQn s ou , e suc as , 0 prQVl e IQr eae ~rsQn 
sUItable for children from ten to fifteen years old. In hIS com- in a class-rQQm nQt less than thirty cubic feet of fresh air per minute, whic}( 
munication MlJ'.Marble coolly acknowledges that "the writing ' amQunt must be intrQduced and thQrQughly 'distributed withQut creating -un-
for these 'Topics' ought to be more simple and straightforward. pl~ant draughtS, 'Or c~ing any tWQ parts of the ~oom to dUrer in 'tempera-
, ' 
'-
-, 
I. 
ture 'more than 20° F., or the maximum temperature to exceed 70°. This 
means that for a' class-room to contain fifty-six pupils, twenty-eight cubic feet 
of air per second should b~ continuously furnished, distributed, and removed 
during school sessions. The velocity of the incoming air should not exc,eed 
two feet per second at any point where it is liable to strike on the person. 
, The heatine: of the fresh air should be effected either by hot water or by low 
pressure steam. , 
The fresh air should pe introduced near the windows; the foul air should 
be removecl, by flues in the opposite wall. 
, Water-closet accommodations for the pupils should be provided for on ~ach 
fleor. . 
The building should not ~ccupy more than half the lot. 
HO W HARD IS IT? . 
' D' EFENDERS of th~ parsimonious policy of boards of edu~a­
, ~ tion, in cutting down salaries, speak of teachers having 
an easy time_ on account of their vacations. It would toe a par-
allel argument to allege that laborers in a gravel pi,t working 
'twelve hours a day, have an easy time because they have eight 
hours to sleep in, and two mortal hours to rest in, 0r spend hold-
ing the baby in'the morning or at night while the wife is watch-
ing 'the pot or making the coffee. The truth is that,-a few hours 
a d~y of school work and five days in the week, and forty such 
: week~in the yea:, use a man up as much_and a woman more tl;J.an 
'._ .double that number oChours to a:ny other legitimate busines~;', 
What there is so wearing and worry~ng and exhausting hi school-
, _tea~hi~g is a mystery. The experience of the writer is that after 
, eight hours spent in "preparing copy" he is less fatigued than 
~ter five hour5 in school whe,re he had little more to do than pu t 
in an appearance. And as to comparing teaching with manual 
labor, why, hour for hour, shov~ling, sawing wood, , or firing a 
co~l-burner locomotive is luxuriou5 ease. There :are only two 
kinds of work that are 'harder than teaching, and they are dig-
, ~ ging in a deep shaft and ~istening to a stupid institute lecturer. 
. ,~. 
[Number IS'4 
one fourth of the revenue of the state for the support of schools; 
When this was done recently by a majority of one, Gov. Roqerts 
very grandly vetoed the measure and the high hopes of a s~ho,ol 
system in Texas were knocked into smithereens. ' 
The schools of Texas need something more than an "appro-
priation." The more zealous advocates of public education 
there favor the appointment of a state educational board and tne 
redistricting. of the state in an inteJligent and c;:omprehensive ) , , 
manner. This would not be difficult to do, inasmuch as the cloth 
of the state territory is virtually whole and it would not be diffi-
cult to cut. Let us hope that when it is cut it will not be affeeteo 
by what !the women folks call "bias." 
PRIMARY TEACHING. 
MISS NETTIE E. WAUGH, Peoria, Illinois. 
IN mercenary transactions and business speculations of all kinds, it is a notable fact with all successful business men that th~ , 
outcome of the enterpri~e is always proportionate to the skill and 
energy' devoted to its prosecution and development. There are 
risks to be takl!n, chances to be met, various "tricks of the._ 
trade" to be mastered, all of which, if neglected, bespeak a fu-
ture full of failure and disasters. _But carefully studied and prop-
erly managed they insure the success that bountifully rewards all 
earnest, patient toil. With what marked attention and close 
scrutiny does the parctical.farmer.'select good seed and prepare 
the mellow earth to receive it; with what zealous care does he 
choose his workmen and , din~ct them in their cultivation 'of the -
soil. 
Our pubhc school system is but a business transaction; it is bu't " 
the simple investment of a pittance of the public money for the 
purpose of bettering our condition, not pecuniarily indeed, but 
The bardship of teaching is not alone in the work; it is also in 
,', the thought, in the eff~rt, in the air. In this view all considera-
, tioil of preparation out of school hours . is ignored. ' We leave, 
too, out of t~e question the wtllTrying incident to ~orking under 
~n ip.compet~nt head,' or tyrannical and capricious board, liable 
, at any IJleeting to ,make laws contr~ry to .life, liberty, al}4 the 
, j>ut:Suit' o(happiness: 
in a way infinitely more importa,nt. It 'is to further and promote 
the general good of mankind by raising the standard Of moral, 
social, and inteilectual culture. The proper place for beginning 
the work of instruction is in the family, at the mother's knee. 
There sh?uld be taught a spirit of love, and the fundamental pr~~:' 
ciples of truth, honesty, gentleness, and kindness. There die 
'young mind should receive its first correct impressions, its mental 
fa~u1.ties their first cultivatio~ . Then the 'child by careful traiQ-
ing should be led to discern and discriminate between right and 
/ 
J 
... 
EDUCATION I1f TEXAS. wrong, to cling/to the one because it is right, ana to shun' the 
AT Sherman, Texas, last week, a free school convention was other because it is wrong. With such a home preparation o~r . held at which the following reform3 in the' present no sys- children entering our public schools would de~and from the 
tern were praposed : teacher only ·encouragement in what they 'had already 'begun, and , 
:rhe adoption of the graded school system '; ' the compulsory mea';s for developing what had already been properly planted. 
at,tendance of scholars; the division of the co.unty into geograph- Then the good wo;k of\ preparing the child for future usefulness 
ical distric,ts, instead of as now, school committees! ad libitum; would go easily andgradu~lly along until at last we should, find 
the levying 'of a corporation tax for the support ~f the schools; our daily task a mere labor of love. 
the granting of certificates without charge to teachers qualified However pleasing it may be to dwell upon this ideal picture of -
J , 
on 'examination; the more rigid examination and better pay of purity and pet:fection in parent and pupil, and conceive ourselves 
teachers. The b~st advertisement Texas ever had was the 'mag- to be the happy governesses having royal jurisdiction in realms ' 
n'ifi'cent gran't of fifty million acres of land for the ' support of of innocence and bliss, yet every reGurring school day shows 
'" , . 
; , 
, schaols. Judging by the grant the emigrant fr0!D the northern more and more clearly the diff!!rence between the ideal and the 
: states would nat~r",lly expect something of. a .school system, but real even i~ primary !ichool work. By some peculiar fatality, 
waS sadly disappointed in his expectations. Such disappoint- many of the children who apply.for admission to our primary " 
ment is peculiary galling to one accustomed to the campl.ratively schools have not this foundatian, but come with natures' unlle-' , 
e~dent school system of the North. . strained, or warped byblightinginfluencC!i. Manyindeed>sca!ee~ 
,The fifty millions of acres are a ' wilderness, waiting like Mi- ly: know what is meant by a: nome in the ,tr~est sense, one', finep 
'caw-ber fOJ something to turn up. But t_he legisJature is au~hor- with the soot~lng influences of peace aQQ: good order; -but 'they 
ized by th~ constitution to appropriate, any sum not exceeding' I ,come f)J(!)m all !anks 'an? sta~ions in life; : and 'the < conscientio~ 
'/ I,., 
;' 
. '. ' .. 
, < 
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teacher, while taking an inventory of her "stock on hand," at 
the same time turning .aside the veil that hides from us the mys-
teries of the future, from the fullness of her heart must exclaim, 
I'Oh what shall the harvest be?" 
This mixture of humanity must be reduced to one harmonious 
whole, from the chaotic mass of human existence must be bruught 
forth symmetry and good order. How can this best bedone? 
. What is at the same time the most useful and most practical 
method to adopt is a question that must arise in the mind of 
every teacher, but' one that nothing can answer save actual ex-
perience in school, and an inherent love for the work. True, 
one not impelled by a love for the children and the work may 
a'.tain some success, but the highest excellence is always found 
. where reciprocal afft!ction, regard, and love exist between pupil 
and teacher. One cannot in the broadest sense l?ecome a true 
teacher unless she possesses 'love for the work and feels a lively 
interest in the welfare of those under her care, It must be a 
, love that will find its way to the heart of the child even though 
he be rude and stubborn. The children should feel that they ' 
have in their teacher a sincere friend, one who deserves their 
, confidence, esteem, and affections. When this is . done by sim-
ple honest means, then to guide and control the~ aright . is a 
pleasure to the pupil as well as the teacher. Love arid affection 
in school are what 'sun!?hine and showers are in vegetation. The 
school is a miniature world, the teacher 1S the sun of the little 
, community, from whose genial face there should ever radiate 
beams of light and love, and on which no cloud of dissension 
should ever pass. The natural tendency of youth is to look up 
for precept and example. The young and tender heart yearns 
for repose' upon a 'superior ch,aracter. When it thus looks up let 
it pot be unto a region filled with clouds but unto a sky every-
where pervaded with a clear, warm afmosphere of sympathy ' 
and love. Make it a pleasure to remember "my first teacher," 
and my first days at school. The importance of early · training 
can be seen when we re~ect that the lessons and teachings, the 
scenes and habits which influence the fi;st ten years of life prp-
" duce impressions more lasting than any score of later ye~rs. 
It is in the school room under the watchful care ' of the teacher 
that the very foundation of 'c~anicter IS laid. In the primary 
more than any other grade of/ schools is the personal character 
of the teacher impressed upon the child. In the higher schools 
lessons ari ,learned from the text-book and very rpuch of the pu-
,pil's progress is made without the direct assistanc~ of 'the teach-
er. But in the primary, the teacher is the text-book, and the 
im1j>ressions received by the pupil are a direct reflection 'from her 
own mind and hean.. Habits and views will be formed which 
will ~'grow with their growth and strengthen with their strength." 
How important then that these impressions be of the right kind, 
and that they be seasonably and wisely made. How desirable 
, that the foundation be deep, broad, and firm oh which the h'igh-
'er' schools ·are to rear a superstructure; and rude- or unskiiled 
hands should n!!ver be allowed to touch "the strings of that 
Iiarp who!je vibrations are felt in eternity." ' 
But is there not some room for improvement in the course of 
study usuall1' prescribed by our school. boards? It would' seem 
tb,at a t~acher',s proficiepcy depe,nds now entirely upon' 'the actu-
al amount of abstract knowledge drummed' into the mind at the 
utter 'expense of intellectual cultivation. We h~ve something 
mor~ to do, and cqnsciou~ly or unconsciously, we a'r~ daily im-
' parti-ng ot~e~ .le,sso~s whi<;h will prove a ben~fit or an~ injury t<?' 
. to those undell our ,charge. Influences of ' some kind " we .tp~st 
,,' 
~.., ' .. . 
• , - I 
J ~ 
..... ; ....... .... -
and do daily impart. Our constant effort must be not only to 
mdke our pupils proficient in their lessons, but also do what we 
can to promote correct habits of thought, expression, and ac- ,~ 
tion. The force of habits is exceedingly strong. Some one 
has very wisely said that good or bad habits fqrmed in yout\l" 
generally accompany us through life. If this be true with what 
care and earnestness should all who have any thing to do with the 
young, and especially teachers, labor for the formation Of COT-
rect and agreeable habits. To take the child, .coming .. as he·. 
does, in all his ignorance, weakness, and dependence, exposed to 
evil influences and temptations on every hand, and lead him on 
through the dangerous paths .of childhood. and youth, ' and finally 
place him upon the battle-field of life a true-hearted and iritelli- ' 
gent being, richly furnished with those traits and qualities which ' 
will nerve and strength~n him to "act well his part in life," is 
our high privilege and duty. And yet how unimportant our 
position appears to many. Some seem to hold to the opinion . 
that anyone can teach the little , ones, that no great amount of ' ~{ 
talent ,is required for that. Every tim'e I hear the expressio,n, I ~"'. 
long to put the speaker into a crowded room fuil of mischievous 
'little children, jU!lt out of baby-hOod, and who have just found 
that their hands and feet have unlimited power of motion : Then, 
and not until then, will it' be seen clearly that more patience, 
energy, tact, and perseverance are needed in the first year in our 
public schools than in any other. Think of it a moment. Two 
hundre~ little restless feet ever moving to and' fro car~lessly over 
the gratlOg floor, two hundred liale mischief-making hands nois- ' 
ily shuffling slates and books and 'perchance dropping t'hem to tfie . 
floor, and one hundred little mouths each anxious to tell some-
thing to its neighbor, and then say "Anyone can te~ch the lit-
tle ones." Judging from tIle action of our school boards tliey 
too chime in With public opinion. Many times,the "~choormarm" 
instead of the true teacher is employed, and the choice is ,too' ' 
often made on the principle of public vendue, with. only the 011- ' 
der of bidding reversed the lowest instead of the highest bidder ' 
triumphantly carrying away the prize to the joyful tune of thirtY 
dollars a month, inclusive of board and washing. The chagrin 
of being dtopped for incompetency, 'by suc~ aboard, redound~ , 
only to the everlasting credit of the true teacher. ' 
But despite all prejudice, the profession of teaching ' and the 
importance of primary work is gaining ground, and the time is 
Dot far off, when "to teach" will be to occupy the highest' pos-
sible position in the social world, as well as the most important ' 
in the realms of ,moral and intellectual growth. ~. 
While therefore our duty is to labor in "the lov,ing present" 
let us 'strive earnestly to have the result of our efforts such as wil1 . ~ 
prove a blessing in the ' fu~ure to' ~h()searound us. . Let us go to " " J: 
our labors c~~erfully anli strive to act o?r part in such wa.y tlia~ 
we may rece1ve from the great Teacher above. the cheering plau~ 
" ..... 
dit, "Weil done." 
E TrM(}J;.OGICALOB JECl ION' TO SPEr..£ING REFOR'M. 
" \' . 
READ AT THE LA5,T MEETING OF THE NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION' 
, ' AT PH1LADE LPHIA, 1879. ' , ' 
By B. B. HALDEMAN. LL. D., Chickis, Pa. , 
"One of t!'e m,!,t user~l thin~ that c\,n happen to a Irian, and P~sibly also to a 'wctrid II 
a chan&<: In Its POlOt of y,ew."'--Atl,,"t,c MOllthlf. AtI&. 187'1. p, 060. . " 
, Improvement in education, both as regards matter·artd method, is slow, and " 
in our day ,there are localitis where teachers believ that the' first step in teach • . 
. ing a child to read, is to put him' to the cheerless task of leming the form an" ' . 
.names of. the alfabetic letters, ov~r1ooking the main flOiut-their powers Uii '. - ~ ... ':.; 
consequent function . . Nexf, insted-ot ptOc~ea(ng t~ read" the ~hild must ~n ".-,7'~' 
, : ." - , : 
I 
, ~ 
, , 
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lern part of his alfabet in passiug thru the dismal swamp of spelling, where, 
after havi~g lernt the names of dznu and eye, he must say, dzhee-eye-dzhee 
"gig," dzhay-ay-dzhee "j~," and he is even required to spel a word which 
ends in fwith r-o-u-g-h; and thus is the stream of education corrupted aUts 
source. 
In my address of 1876,* I alluded to those who express their anxieti lest 
the spelling of Shakspere and Milton shud be disfigured, when I said, "It is 
probabl that these trencher frends nevr saw a copi of either," and in,general, 
the objections to a refoIVl of English spelling come from the elass using such 
futilities. 
On the occasion of a lecture on etimologi, I was askt, "How is it possihl 
'T a spelling reformer to discuss etimologi ?" My reply was to the effect that 
, ?nguage is older than spelling, and successful studi of etimologl must be 
,. ased upon the laws of speech. To say that an altered spelling wud interfere 
Wlth the studi -of .etimologi, is virtuali to assert that Dr. Johnson in the last 
centuri, was the greatest of English etimologists, becaus the spelling was 
setld chiefli by him-yet he was as litJ of an etimolo~ist as those who usc: this 
argument. 
The great authoritis in etimologi hav bin foneticians, who went lit once to 
the laws of speech, as their works indicate; and in this field, Johnson ha.; hin 
superseded hy Webster, Mahn, Latham, and othen;. and recentli, Skeat has 
issued the first quarto part of his "Etymological Dictionary of the English 
Language," to be medified and extended hy future observers. 
The , day after the preceding sentence was written, the London" Academy" • 
, came to hand with a notice of Professor Skeat's great uudertaking, hy Mr. 
Swoeet, who objects to I'awe" being referred to Anglo-Saxon "6g3." as being 
"a&ainst the laws of sound change." He says it is from Scandina~an 'Iagi," 
"first pointed out by Prof. Zupitza;" but they are associated by Diefenbach. 
Prof. Skeat is charged with "ignoring the vowellaws,'when he sees two words 
temptingly alike. Thus he connects bless and bliss, bird and brood, without 
any hint of the phon~tic difficulties;" but, "rightly rejecting the absurd iden-
tifications" of "bad," with German "base" and Persian "bad." The work is 
highli praisd, and Mr. Sweet says on the subjec.t, that '"Etymology is not a 
pursuit to be taken up by dabblers and dilettanti, as many will assume, but is 
- really the ,sum of the results of every branch of philological science." 
Amo~g the feebl attempts at etimologi; that of Dr. Richardson is pro~inent. 
Yet Dr. Trench thinks him a valuabl authoriti; and n~ wonder, because the 
eminent prelat stands in the first rank of the ·opposers of rational spelling. In 
the year 1851, he pubiisht a work 'IOn the Study of Words," which showS 
hat he is more of a loose talker than an etimologist, more formidabl in asser-
tion than in science. Webster's Dictionary in two quarto volumes was pub 
' lisht in 1828, republisht in London in 1832; yet Dr. Trench neglected it-
and said of Richardson's that "it is the only one from which I can promis~ 
you effectual help, for it is the only English one in which et ymology assumes 
the djgnity of a science,"-as. under FIVE, for which he cites old Wachter who 
'(tlirough Greek 1l'iv;-e)-refers it to 1l'I1VTa, all-"because five fingers are all"-
and Trench himself, following Tooke, refers "odd" to "owed." 
Trench1s loosness of statement appears in the assertion that "no one now 
believes in astrology," yet astrologiC almanaC's are extensivli sold from ye'ar to 
year. He credits Horace with having said more and wiser things about words 
in a few lines, than ever have been said elsewhere. In his introductori lecture 
he depreciates the language of savages by asserting their "brutal poverty," 
"their degradation, which is stamped on the language of the savage" -such 
-languages being (he liays in every case) the remnant and ru~n (?] of. a better 
past. 
Dobrizhofier (1784) is cited for two South American languages as having 
no }Vord for "thanks," though the nativs in return for a gift would say-"This 
wi).l be Useful to me," or, "This is what i wanted"-thus implying acknowl_ 
edgment. But shall we depreciate the English becaus they qwe words· like 
hO,nor, honesti, virtu, puriti, justice) politeness, civiliti, to a foren source, while 
stealing, theft, murder, are nativ ? _ 
But let us take a look at some of these, disparaged tongues. There are 
_ equivalents for 'thank' in the wideli spred Tupi (toopee') of Brazil in Aztec 
Cree, Ojibway; Lummi (Western America), Yoruba (African). Dakota (0; 
Sioux) has words for thank, thanks, thankful, thankfulli, thankIes; were it not 
so, Sitting Bull and Man-afraid·of-his-horses could not expres their gratitude 
for being drivn from their homes hy p~pl who, tho they hav not a "brutal 
poverti'" (but rather a brutal nchnes) of speech, might admire ' the ·Dakota 
verb w!tich las givn by Riggs) from a root KSA (break ?ff, separate) forms 
-Bulletin of the Spelliag Reform Association, No, I. -Boston, lSi7. 
'. , 
.• ' 
baksa (to cut off with a knife or saw); paksa (to break off by pushing); yaksa 
(to bite off)-and others. 
In "English Past and Present" (1855), the author speaks of the new letters 
required to print English foneticalli, as "a vast number," a phrase which 
might be expected in the first essay of a school.girl who had not seen a per-
formance of the Pinafore opera, which so effectualli ridicules tlie vice of _ ex-
ageration. Farther, he asserts that the "greatest of all absurdities" is a pro-
nouncing dictionari. Yet what ethnologists can the couvadt* might be s~p­
posed greater,. or the references of all l~guages to Hebru; or making Jews . 
or Welshmen out of the American aborigines; or solutions of the quadrature 
of the cirel; but in the opinion of our trenchaut criti.c, these ar les absurd than 
pronouncing dictionaris. 
But how are we to treat book-words that we have nevr herd~? As a boy, I 
was fond of biologi; I knew hawks, but the name "faJcon"_ (fawcn) was not 
in use in my localiti. When I found it in rea'ding I pronounced it fal-con, 
with at of 'rally;' and I supposed there was a word raW-eri insted of rall-
eri (the noun of 'ralli'); but as I knew 'either' and 'neither' as speech words, 
I nevr got so far a.~tray as to. read them eye-ther, and nigh-ther, and probabli a 
law of English speech, of which I was unconscious, prevented me from put-
ting the iticompatibls gdzh together in 'su'gest.' 
Trench says that in spelling "analize," "the taproot of the word is cut.'" 
He asks-"What number of readers will recognize in it then the image of dis· 
solving and resolving aught into its elements," all of which would! hav been 
accomplisht with 'analyse,' the idea and power of which do not lie in either 
spelling. But if he is such a stickler for '1' in 'ana-Iy-se,' how would he get 
rid of u in so-lu-tion, of v in so-Iv, and 00 in locos-en ?-all from the root of 
ana-Iy-se-and how distinguish LU of'solution,' from LU of'diluvial,' which 
Curtius and Pott make different? and how show the affiniti of lustration, lotion, 
dilute, lave, lavender? 
The root of ana-Iy-se is Sanscrit LU (loo,'cut, hence separate); that:of'lave' 
is Latin LU (wasb), and Pott devotes sixteen pages (p. 1294-1310 of his first 
volume), to these two stems, The Latin and the generic name of the otter is 
LUTRA, as if the washer or swimmer>" but the Latin author Varro says it was 
named from cutting roots, which woud give it the other root. Varro probabli 
confounde,t the 'carnivorous otter with the plant-eating beaver, as Dr. Johnson 
defined 'weasel' as 'a small animal that eats corn and kills mice." In Anglo-
Saxon, 'elpend' meant elephant, and 'olfend' meant camel. 
If'analyse,' as an English word requires 'y,' so does 'papyr' (Holland, 
1635), frpm PAPYRUS; but without such key, 'parasite' is as much Greek as 
'sycophant.' i'o.sibli, the, ''I' in 'sylvan (Latin srlu1l.mls), 'g' in 'sovereign' 
(Latin supernus) and in 'pregnable' (French prenable), m~y be attributed to J 
some tap· root theori. English has pairs like bath, bathe; lralf, hal\.e'; excuse, 
excuse; purpose, pr.gpose; choice, choose; where a sonant marks verbs 
which accounts for the z sound in analyse.' 
While Dl-' Trench clings to his y's with so littl wisdom, he misleads his -
readers in citing a· pair of words, k 'spirit' and 'spright,' where 'sprite' is a 
short form of spirit. It was always rong and against etimologi to write the 
short final of words like 'histori' with 'y,' and it was rong to use it as a conso-
nant. In fact, 'y', represents·several distinct letters, first and properli its Greek, 
Anglosaxon, and Danish power of Germal' 'ii,' French 'u,' a sound stil used 
~n Scotch; secondli, as dipthongal in 'by' (Dutch bij, Vandijk or Vand),ck, 
etc.), where it stands for "iI;" thirdli, for the consonant in 'ye,' where it gru -
out of one of the ritn forms of 'g.' In sonie' old English it is a substitute for 
an Anglosaxon letter for th, so that the definit arti.el spelt 'ye,' is to be red 
the. 
Ignorance of the European alfabet appears in our mod~ of reading South 
African words connected with the Zulu (zooloo) war. ,I Kraal" (kr1l.l) is 
absurdh givn by some orthoepists as "kra-al" in two sillabs. In the name of 
the nativ javelin, assagai', the Dutch pronounce each s pureli and distinctli 
(the word being Arabic-the first sillab the artiel), the 'g' as in Dutch, ap-
proximating. the Arabic ghain of the original, and the accented final lai' as in 
'aisle.' In English, the ' last sillab woud become gui as in 'gu.ile.' So tlie 
name of a South American alligator, the 'cayman;' was intended to be pro-
nounst with ki of Ikind.' The gk of the original assagai' occurs as the initia 
of 'razzia' , (an incursion)" properly 'gh1l.zia' (with a singl English z). The 
spelling 'razzia' and pronunciation IraVsia' it~ply Italian, but the word is 
Arabic, the initial 'r' being du to a F,rench rattling, proviricia1.guttural, whicll 
replaces tru r. 
Altho ·some pretend' that spelling shoud be etimologic, it must. not cross-cer-
-In which, when a child is born, the father is put to bed and cared for, ·while the mother 
attends tc;> her usual duties. , " 
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tain senseles rules. Etimologi requires final I in 'bloodi' (blodig); 'his tori ' 
(historia); 'sturdi' (estourdi); 'tardi' (tardif); but a kind of superstition for-
bids final 'i,' and it is introduced clandestinli by taking its doubled form 'ij' 
and smuggling it in as 'y,' and so 'folly' (folie) had better luck than the brut~ 
with the lion's peltri, and seems to have the Greek ending of 'moly' (a kind of 
. plant) where it is etimologic. 
The letters forbidn to be final were-c, i, j, q, u, v, and these were also 
forbidn to be doubld; hence, forms like back, due, imbue, pique, etc., ap-
peard. It seemd impossibl to hav a word slAv, becaus the pedants required a 
final 'e,' when the word must be pronounst slave. But in few cases common; 
sense has prevalld, and we find names lIke Boula'!, Sutlej, Slav, haj, or hajj 
. but navigators are denied the'vv' acc6rded to navvies. 
Nations without ok' use 'q' insted, but it dare not be dissociate from 'u,' 
and in borrowed words we think we must giv liCe to this parasite, this pre-
tended 'u,' and read "quinine" (keeneenl ) with it, altho we say muskulo. 
Insted of aiding, English spelling often thwarts the etimologist, as in the 
blackboard exercises, where a useless Ie' interferes with the relation of tru·th, 
to 'true,' low Saxon 'tru.' 
I hav now to call attention to the fact, that the opposers of rationl spelling 
ar usualli anti-reformers in Latin pronunciation, thus demonstrating the 
worthlesn'es of their opinions on etimologi. Now, so important do I regard 
correct Latin, that, as I hav said (in the National Journal of Education, March 
20, 1879)-"Although, in my Outlines of Etymology (1878), the principls ar 
drawn from English, yet I hav deemd it necessari to ad tbe Latin alfabe\ in 
an appendix. as-without it, I cannot conceiv of an honest etimologi, either 
(eether) of English or of Latin." 
I will now go farther, and say that the. instructor who pretends to teach 
English etimologi with the aid of a spurious English Latin, is guilti of a breach 
of trust; becaus, for exampl, if a k-sound is not present in the second sillab 
of Latin 'cAncer,' the English 'canker' and Italian 'canchero' (ch as k) ar 
without etimologi. If Latin 'ne' .<not) is to be called knee (instead of nay), 
then it is a newer word than English 'nay.' And if Anglosaxon 'na' (no) is 
not to hav the Latin vowel of 'arm,' it is of equal age with 'nay,' and 'no' 
'woud be from 'nay,' which is not the fact, nor is 'nay' from 'no.' If we put 
the vowel of clay in Latin clArus ( clear) we are no nearer the source than 
French 'clair,' to which German 'kIar' woud virtualli be referred; and altho 
this woud enabl us to associate 'glare' (or glair) with French 'clair,' there 
woud be a difficulti in accounting for 'glow' and 'glory.' 
SCHOOL GOVERNMENT. 
THE frequent articles in the WEEK:LY on that ever-fruitful and vital subject, School Government, have often tempted me to give some of the things 
learned on that subject during many years of experience. Could I ha.ve had 
some hints in my earlier, and, indeed, later work in the school-room upon 
"hoW to manage them"-the pupils-they would have saved me many weary 
hours, and sad heart-aches. No one can realize that he has made a mistake, 
done an injustice, or given a wrong bent to the mind of a pupil in governing 
him, without infinite pain. If I can help anyone to avoid this pain I shall 
be glad to have broken my silence. 
It seems to me that the.primary cause of failure here lies in not knowing 
the thing sought for through government; the lack of a clear knowledge of 
what you are to do. The common understanding of -teachers seems to be that · 
government is only auxiliary to the other duties of the school; that, of itself, 
aside from its influence on study, recitation, and the quiet of the school-room, 
it is of little value, No graver mistakes could be made. Theright govern. 
~ent of the school is the most important duty that the teacher has to perform. 
What then is this thing to be attained through government? It is to fit your 
p.!1pil, 'Your ckilc/. for the time being, for citizenship; not of his own country 
merely', but of civilization; to fit him to obey the law, not of the statute alone, 
but, better, of n ghl-which you have written in his heart. To make him one 
who obeys the laws of hIS country because he desires to; because obedience 
to justly constituted authority is right. Not because there are stripes, or 
shame, or death in disobedience, but though all these came of faithful obedi-
ence still to obey. To make him a citizen for whom are no prisons, no houses 
of correction, no almshouses; in whose heart wrong is never harbored, Be-
cause of tht; right abiding there; and in whose presence are safety, rest, and 
~ace. :Is this a beautiful vision? It is the province of school government 
to make it prophetic. The way is neither easy nor impossible. 
"As the teacher so is the school," is the key to the first step. Let the teacher 
train himself to be what he would make his pupil. _ Let him build up in ' hi~ 
, oW!11ife:-self:poise, self-control, patience, truth, forbearance, equity, lov~; in-
dustry, economy, neatness, cleanliness, order, punctuality. Let him train 
himself to love quiet tones, a firm eye, a pleasant countenance, behind which 
is a pleasant spirit. Earnestly strive for this with a desire that will take no 
denial, and it will come. Live for it every day, in the school-room and out; 
carry it in your manner, in your government. . 
Place before the constant notice of your pupils the law rOJ rigkt. Teach 
them to love it for its sake alone and let your example illustrate and enforce 
the law. Never correct a pupil without first 'showing the law as applied to 
that case; his breaking of it, his injury to himself, to his mates separately, to 
the school; and then draw from him his own condemnation of the wrong, and 
finally of himself in that that wrong. Let your commands be requests, and 
ju~t, .your decisions be final and:strictly enforced, equally; w:ithout hesitation 
or haste, anger or timidity, Let your pupils-know and feel that uhder no cir-
cumstances will you knowingly violate the law yourself; that to you rig-ht is 
supreme, above every other thing. Thus shall you draw them after and to 
YO)l. Let me illustrate by an example which came under l:my own observa-
tion. 
The principal of a graded school in a small ,Western town was pestered 
with a "book exchange" during his first term in that school. Among 'the _ 
other difficulties surrounding him was a class of "tough boys" from ten to 
twelve years of age who had proved unmanageable down stairs. Two of 
them, the hardest of the lot, occupied the same form. Eddie complameg. that 
"Joe has stolen my new speller and written his name in it and~won't let 'me 
have it." Quietly dismissing all other business the teacher gave the signal 
for "first position and attention," and with the eyes of the school upon him 
began an investigation of the case. Both boys stoutly asseverated that they 
had bought the book with money given them. The first that he had bought 
the book the afternoon before and at night had left it in his d esk without hav-
ing his name written in it, but that he knew it by two little spots on the cover;, 
_ the other that he had bought the book with money given him by an elder 
brother, not a pupil there. The teacher in a few brief, kind lwords;stated to 
the school the position of each boy as to the right, locked the book in his 
desk and dismissed the school to their studies, with an inj unction not to ·talk 
of the matter. There was but one agent for exchange and no other school 
was getting these boo~ at that point. The matter seemed easy, but an inves: 
tigation showed one book more sold than could be accounted forJunlsss each 
of these boys had bought one; but there was that . about the matter ' whlcli., 
without being tangible, convinc~d the teacher that there was a wro~g in .it. 
A careful exainination in other directions showed that Joe had been given, > 
money but had spent it elsewhere, also that by mistake the unaccounted for ' - ., 
speller had been sold to a boy from 'a country school some miles away. These. 
facts were reached at the end of eight days. The school was called to wit- -
ness the convicti.on and punishment of the culprit: All pilpils were forbidden ' 
to. talk or play with himon the school ground or on the way to and from 
school until permis~ion otherwise was given by the teacher. The boy who 
had brav.ed it out until now dropped his head on the desk and burst into 
tears. There were other wet eyes in the house besides his. In the following 
days the lad seemed deserted, his cheek grew pale, his eye hollow-intense 
stillness reigned everywhere,and appealing looks began to rest upon the teach-
er from every part of the room. Before the noo_n recess of the t~ird -day ' 
the school was again made witness, this -time of forgiyeness. The ban was 
removed, and the school di~missed. Neither teacher nor pupil will ever for-
get that hour. It was with difficulty that the teachet-could get from the rO'om, 
for the pressure of loving hands and tender hearts. I cannot tell ·y.ou the calm 
self-control, patience, and gentleness of this strong man throughout the entire ' 
trial. The effect was wonderful. His pupils saw that he himself would spare -
no pains to be right, and that he would- humanely punish for wrong doing, . ': , 
and npt for any other thing under the sun. Thereafter his slightest 'wish was .' ! 
their law. This lesson of self-control, and of strict adherance to -the right, 
, not only saved that boy, but it revolutionized the.greater part of the . school, 
not alone in that one affair, but in those of every day of which it was a mll1'k- -
ed exponent. They learned to be obedient, quiet, prompt, punctual, sch.olar- · -
ly, and self-controlled, always regarding the right. 
Two years after a new pupil attempted some slight disobedience and was 
ignominiously driven from the school by the scorn of itS pupils, "fter a fair 
trial, because he would not do the right. Not a blow was struck there-notb-
ing was exacted because the teacher willed it merely,. and yet the. principal , 
frequently left his room for half an hour without either mpnitor or spy, still 
perfect order reigned and lessons were learned that would do 1,ou good to 
hear recited. There was no "parrot.ing" there. Every pupil. became justly 
proud of -his good name and good conduct. He n;~ed only judgment -and, 
I' 
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experience to be the useful citizen. Low, gentle tones only were heard. No 
force was visi~le, yet it was there-the all·pervading force of right in th~ 
"~Drt. , It was in the teacher at the beginning, and by his govenlment became 
woven into the fibre of every heart. The hasty act or word of the pupil was 
' tried by it and himself, and he was led to make corrcction not only of his 
, fault but of his life. 
The force and effect of every il£t upon his own life must be shown your pu-
pil-how right thoughts and right acts make right lives, and these are useful 
and happy ones; how their opposites b'ring only poor wasted lives and-mis-
ery:; that they only can choose for themselves. This ability for right choos-
ing comes only through self-control, and this through right government. 
"Greater IS he that mleth his spirit than he that taketh a city." A., 
FORT SCOTT, March 14, 1880. 
THE SCHOOL-ROOM. 
EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.* 
Grammar Department. 
LANGUAGE. 
Tinze.· N indy Minutes. 
I. 'write five nouns that form their plurals irregularly. Decline them. 
2. ~rite these sentences in the plural form: 
(a) His wife has gone to her daughter-in·law's. 
(6) The monkey flourishes in Africa. 
(~) ,Rejoice, 0 valley! 
Re-write the following sentences, changing the gender of the nouns 
which rep~esent things having life .• 
(D) My brother has 'a peacock. 
(6) The heroine of this adventure was a girl from our own school. ' 
3. Punctuate this sentence so that it shall tell the truth : 
"Every lady in the land 
Hath twenty nails upon each hand; 
Five and twenty on fingers and foes; 
That this is true every body knows." 
4~, Compare many, good, bad, little, pretty, up, large, skillful, ill, tme. 
5. Correct all errors in these sentences : 
(a) Richard is taller than me. 
(6) TlIere is many men which cannot read. 
(c) You and me will go together. 
(a') I seen him when he done it. 
(~) I and Annie and you have got our lessons. 
6. ' Write a note of invitation to your birthday party. Answer it in the name 
of the friend to whom you wrote, it. 
7. Combine these statem~nts into one simple sentence; 
. (D) I once had a friend. 
(6) She was a tme friend. 
(c) She was a generous friend. 
(a') She was a noble-hearted friend. 
(t) She was a loving friend. 
Express the same fact in a complex sentence. Punctuate both of 
your sentences. 
·S. Co~ect: miss Jones 
plese excuse John For i kept him to, home to work 
respectfully 
mrs Brown 
9. Parse all the words in thi' sentence: 
I "He shall be immortal who liveth until he is stoned by one without 
fault." . . 
10. Write principal parts of these verbs: Swim, set, sit, dream, lay, write, 
do, go, swear, drink. 
HISTOR.Y AND GEOGRAPHY; 
" Time.' Ninely Minutes. 
, , 1. / DeScribe a journey from 'your home to the city where the Declaration of 
. . Independence was signed. Tell the route you take, the ,tates, cities, 
. . rivera, and mountaina you pass. ' 
2. ' Name the thirteen oriiinal states in order of. their settlement, and give 
their cap~tals. ' 
, , '.Prc~ed and used bylMlsscs Wca:t aad Halsy, SUpcriDtclldcDts, {or the ~ed Iduiob 
~r Kaox alld Stark c;oundca"IUlDois. ' 
.... . , .... 
3. Bound the county in which you live, and tell how many townships it _-
, contains. Tell' for whom it and the adjacent counties are named •. 
4. Bound Illinois; name and locate its first settlement, its capital; the city 
surrounded by lead mines ; the one where many watches are mAde, 
and two named aft~r its early explorers. 
5. Bound California, and tell'the story of its settlement hy Americans • . 
6. Locate the following places and tell what occurred at each: Lexington, 
Plymouth, Trenton, Pittsburg, Boston. 
7. Tell three important facts about Chicago; three about New York City; 
three about New Orleans. ' 
8. Name the country from which the Pilgrims came to America; for what 
is it now noted? 
9. How are salt lakes formed? Name and locate the principal one in the 
United States, and tell thre~ facts about the peopie who live near it. 
10. Tell the story of Paul Revere's ride. 
ARITHMETIC. 
Time.' 1wo Hours. 
Leavc your work on the papcr. Do Dot writc the answcrs simply. 
I. Knox county has 20 townships; Stark county has 8; how many more 
acres in one than in the other? How many more acres in' a piece of 
land five. miles square than in one containing five square miles? 
2. The quotient is 1.06; the divisor 18.75; the remainder, .0046; what is 
the dividend? 
3. How many bushels of oats will a span of horses eat this month if they 
eat 24 quarts per day? 
4. Our school·room is 36 feet long, 30 feet wide, and 18 feet ~igh; how 
how much will it cost to plaster it at 22C. per square yard, deducting 
100 yards for doors and windows? 
5. Our coal house is 12 feet long, 8 feet wide, l\nd 7 feet high; how many 
bushels of coal will it hold and leave a space of 3 cubic feet at the, 
door. 
6. 37H-43t+S7t-HtX2t+6t= ? 
7. Bought of John Norton & Co.: 
9 yds. Frenrh calico, @ 25 cents per yard. 
6 yds. tape, @ 8 cents per yard. 
3 yds.' muslin, @ 14 cents per yard. 
26 Ibs Yam, @ 28 cents per pound. 
Make out bill to yourself and receipt it. Date it at your home to-
day. _ 
8. A boy buys apples at the rate of 6,ve for two cents and sells them t,o 
for a cent; what per cent does he make on investment? Give full 
analysis. 
9. On a note of $2000, dated May 10, 1858, interest 6 per cent, the follow-
, ing indorsements were made: May 10, .1859, $800; May 10, 1860, 
$400; Sept. 10, , 1891, $3QO; how much w~~ due Jan. 10, 18631 
10; A farmer sold three lo"ds of wheat, the first weighed 3007 lbs., the 
second 3123 lbs., the third 2996 lbs. Allowing 845 Ibs. for the 
weight of the wagon, how much did he receive f9r cis wheat, at 
$1.10 per bushel? 
------------------
High School. 
PHYSIOLOGY. 
Time.' Nin~ty Minutes. 
I. Name the glands aLout the mouth and give their functions. 
2. Name in order, the organs of the alimentary canal and their digestive 
fluids. 
3. Where is oxygen taken into the blood and what changes does it effect? 
4. Trace the circulation and describe the organs through which the blood 
flows. 
5. Name and describe all the valves in the body and tell their use. 
6. Bouna the heart; the stomach; the liver. ' Give structure 'and office of 
the liver. 
7. Deacribe the skin,and tell what it does. 
8. Name all the parts of the cerebro.spinal system and give function of 
each. . 
9. When you are cut, how can you ' tell whether a vein or an artery is 
severed? How can you check bleeding from a cut in the wrist '1 
Why? 
10. Name all the organs injured by tight lacing; an,d describe the injury in· 
·flicted. - , 
' .. 
. , 
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PHILOSOPHY. 
Time.' N imty Minutes. 
I. Define force, resistance, weight, inertia, molecule. What force has caused 
- the bulging of the earth? What force causes water to rise in suction 
pump? What one makes blotting-paper serviceable? 
2. Give three laws of motion, with illustration of each. Why can you not 
shoot round a comer? 
3. Why can a boy skate safely over'" thin piece of ice when, if he should 
pause, it would break under him? 
4. Name and describe the six simple machines. Give law of equilibrium 
in each? 
5. What power will be required to lift a barrel of pork with a windlass whose 
axle is I foot in diameter, and handle 3 feet long? How much water 
will it take to make a gallon of strong brine? Why? 
6. Why does a chimney draw better in a clear day than in a cloudy one? 
Why does a piece of bread, toasting, curl up on the side toward the 
fire? 
7. De'scribe the process of freezing ice-cream and give philosophy of it. 
8. Describe an artesian well and explain its flow; 
9. Describe the 'rainbow, and explain its formation. Illustrate by dia-
gram . 
10. What effects would follow if water continued to condense until it freezes? 
Define dew point. Why is no dew formed on cloudy nights ? 
• GRAMMAR. 
l ime.' Ninety Minutes. 
- I. Name all the pronouns, indicating the class to which each belo~gs. De-
cline one of each class. . 
2. Write the poss~ssive case, singular and plural, of these words: fox, lady, 
stratum, die, penny, cargo, axis, radius, aid-de-camp. Write a sen-
tence containing at least two of these plural forms., 
3.' Make. sentences illustrating ten of the most common errors in the use of 
language, and correct them. 
4. Analyze this sentence and parse italicized words: .. One hundred and 
fifty pounds of honey are sometimes found in a single tree, and it 
",ust be owned that the temptation to steal it is great." 
5. Write a declarative sentence ~hose verb is i~ the ac~ve voice, ~nd 
change it into an interrogative sentence With verb m the passive 
voice. 
6. Write synopsis of verb "see," active and passive voices, potential mode, 
first person, singular. 
7. How are particles divided in regard to form? Use? Are auxiliaries 
used with the participle or with the past tense? 
. 8. Correct: "to be sold at Auction next saturday at 2 o'clock 'P m all- the 
furniture, books and dru~s belonging to the estate of the late david 
scott m d" . Give rules violated: . . 
9. Name' and compare five adjectives. Name five that cannot be compared. 
10. Write a letter to your County Superintendent telling what you hope Lo ' 
. do· after leaving school. Give reason for your choice. ' . 
, ARITHMETIC. 
Time.' Nimty Minutes. 
Express your work fully. but concisely. 
I. Write all the signs used in Arithmetic, and &:ive examples illustrating 
their use. 
2~ State the general law of fractions. Apply it to division and ratio. 
3. What is the quotient of the L. C. M. of 14, 19,30 ,42, alld 57, divided 
by the G. C. D . of 364 and 465? Explain process fully. 
4. How many yards of carpeting ~ yards wide, will be required to carpet 
a room 35 feet long and 10 feet wide? How much will turn uDder , 
at the side? 
5. Which will require the greater amount of fencing, a rectangular lot 128 
feet long and 32 feet wide, or a square lot of the same area? How 
much? ' 
. 6. What will it cost to .dig, wall With a wall a foot thick, and cement the 
floor, of a cellar 30 leet long. 24 feet wide and 6 feet deep ;-dig- , 
ging, IS cents per 'cubic yard; walling, $2,25 a perch, and cement-
ing, So cents a square yard. 
7. 5+·05=? .05+5= ? ' .0005+,50;"? 500+.005=? 50+o·5=? 687X-
• '. 6.87=? 5.oo5X2,002-? What decimal part' of a mile is 3 rods, 25 
~~? . ' 
"-
1\. Write a promissory note, negotiable, from the following data: Principal, 
'287 ,50; .rate, 7 per cent; maker, Abram Brown; payee, James 
.Willis; given A\lg. IS, 1878; due Jan. I, 1881. Find amount. 
9. What is the difference between the true and the bank discount of '1,-
375. 50, for 60 days, at 6 per cent? 
10. A merchant fails, owing $12,560; his assets are '4.914. What per cent 
of his debts can he pay, and how much will A receive, to whom he 
owes '4.562 ? 
HISTORY. 
Xime.·· Ninety Minutes. 
I. Name and describe concisely four of the earliest 'j>ermanent settlements 
on this continent. . . 
2. Name the five objective points in the French and Indian War, and give 
result of operations a2'amst each. 
3. Tell the story of the Charter Oak . . 
4. Describe the most important events in our history occurring in 1776. 
Name those of 1777. 
S. Give boundaries of United States at close of Revolutionary War. De· 
scribe our subsequent accessio~s of territory. 
6. State qualifications for United States President; Senator; Representative. 
By whom is each elected and for how long? Name the Senators ., 
from Illinois; the Representative from this Congressional District. 
How many Representatives has Illinois? ' 
7. Name seven political steps leadin2' to the CiVil Wnr. 
S. Give history of "Alabama difficulties," and tell how they were settled. 
9. Who invented the steamboat? The telegraph? The cotton· gin ? The 
sewing-machine? The reaper? The telephone? Trace the con. 
nection of the cotton· gin with our political history. 
10. Mep.tion three noted American historians, three journalists, three Poets, 
three educators; and tell something of their works ... 
, " 
NOTES. 
-The first of the Apnl magazinesjs Applttons' 7ournal. It contains a 
History' of the Suez Canal, by P', H . M.; Health at Home, Part First, by B 
W. Richardson, M. D.; The New Fiction, by Henry Holbeacb; besides sev-
, eral lighter articles and serials. Fragments, Editor's ·Table, . and Books of " 
the Day are fresh and interesting. 
-Teachers who wish to keep a reco,-d of class recitations will find a vaIu-
. able assistant in the Nutshell Class BOON, p)ll?lished,by 0. E. Lewis, Oshkosh, 
Wis. Its size is 4 by 6 ~ inches, and contains space (or 1,600 names, calcu. 
lated to last the average school two terms. The design is simple and 'neat • 
Provision is also made in the back part for a monthly Sumui'ary and Summary 
of Term, in which may be shown the whole term's work. It will be sent' by 
mail for forty cents. 
. -The Detroit Free Press says: "The method of teaching reading by em-
ploying newspapers and magazines to some extent in place of b'ooks, has 
been aliopted with good success in several places, more particularly ip. the 
East. A teacher in one of the De!roit schools interested her 'scholars in a 
high degree by reading to them the histqry of Peter the Great, as given in the 
February and March numbers of Scribner's Magazine." The superintendent 
of public schools in Portland, Me., ha~ recently ,subscribed for II! nuDibe~ of 
copies of 'St. Nicholas for use as a reader in the schools of Portland. 
. - Topics of the Day ~s an abstract of four to six pages of the news of the 
day,-current history,-prepared by an experienced teacher, well acquaiDtcCl .: 
with the capacity of children and their needs. It is issued on .the first day 'bf: 
each month, and adapted to pupils from tell to firteen yea~s old. It is design.' 
ed to be used in the public schools ~ supplementary reading. In the schools 
of 'Wprcester, Mass., it has been .used several months with very sap sfactory 
results. Copies may be had at 'J.oo per hundred, on application and remit-
tance before the first of each mont,1i to A. P. Marble, Worcester, Mass. 
-John Church & Co. offer a new Sunday School cantata in their adver-
tisement this week. , :',It seems to be quite)i.mely. 
The WEEKLY has been of practical se.rvice to me. I value it highly as a -
professional help.-W. H. Smitll, Balh, nl. \ 
1 regard THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY as a lifJ~ paper, and all teachers ~ho ' ' 
wis? to teach, and not mer~ly keep soboot. ought to read it.-:,Supl. To C. ' 
. Gil",", Biz R'!Jids; Mkll. . 
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THE STATES. 
ILLINOls.-Our readers. will remember that the, Minooka school building 
was burned ~ast fall. The winter has been spent in trying to determine whether 
it is wiser to build a new school house on the lots owned by the district or to 
buy an old hotel that is offered for school use. The unloading of non.paying 
private property on public shoulders ought generally to. be watched very 
closely. 
Truants from the Elgin public schools are to be locked up by thei city mar' 
shal. ' 
Peoria Teachers' Institute will discuss the advisability of a truant school at 
the April sessipn. Mr. Trent leads in its favor, Mr. Smith leads tbe opposi. 
tion • 
. Supt. Arnold of Jasper Co., will hold a rousing ~ummernormal. Full par· 
tlculars have been received for the table we mean to publish in the early sum· 
mer. 
Lexington sc~ools are to graduate: ~t the close of this year a class of nine 
girls and one boy. The ratio is thus throughout the land. Cannot some 
thing be done 'to get more of our boys through the village high schgol ? 
The executive committee of the Principals' Association will meet at Bloom 
ington April 3, to arrange a program for the sum~er meeting, which will be 
'held at Ottawa, if railroads are favorable. 
Havana scJ.1ools employ ten teachers. Their graduating class consisting of 
nearly a dozen members is the largest the town has ever had. 
The victory in the Inter·Normal contest of March II, was awarded to the 
Bloomington institution. The poor health of some of the contestants is no-
table. Several had been sick before the contest a:nd at the time of Its occur· 
rence. Mr. Rishel of the "northern instit~tion was compelled to be ab~ent 
and Miss'Potter of the southern ' was so lame that sIleO was carried on the 
stage to perform her instrumental solo. , The expenses of the contest were 
large but the receipts were much larger. 
Abingdon College is about to sell under a trust deed for '$5,000. The Fac-
ulty, without security, have loaned money to the institutjon and have worked 
long without pay, and now they are wondering how they shall De reimbursed. 
Decatur high school issues a very neat program of the closing examinations 
of the winter term. A neat cut of the school building is a pleasing addition 
to the program. Such a cut as the WEEKLY ad vertises WIll soon pay for the 
getting. 
Prof. Harwood of Carbondale will conduct an eight weeks' private school 
after the close of his year's work in the public schools of that place. 
'There is a rumor that a county superintendent of schools from southern 'II . . 
linois dropp~d about $1,800 in a Bloomington faro bank recently. This must 
be a mistake. We don't think many county superintendents get $1,800 ahead 
' _ under present Illinois laws. ' 
Miss Mary Davidson, Assistant Principal of the Kankakee high school, died 
March 13, at her home in Steubenville, Ohio, whither she had been called by 
the announcement of her brother's sudden deat,h, exactly. one week previous. 
Sh~ was in her usual health when she left Kankakee. 
Prof. W. N. Hailman will visit Chicago during Easter week at the earnest 
request of a few friends interested in the advancement of a higher educational 
sentiment. A part, only, of the program can now be given: On the 29th, at 
3 P. M., Prof. Hailinan will lecture at Brooke Herford's church, on "From 
Pestalozzi to Frcebel;" on the 31St at 3 P. M., place not yetannounced,-sub' 
ject, "The Coming Schoo1." 
Ford Co. School Statistics for 1880.-Number of teachers in county teach_ 
ing, 103; of this number 35 are males and 68 are females; Average salary 
of teachers, $34.43; Highest salary paid any male ' teacher $82.35; Lowest 
salary p'aid any male teacher, $22; Highest salary paid any female teacher' 
I $43.; Lowest salary. paid any female teacher, $18. Of the three grade schoolS 
- in the county, Gibson pays its teachers the highest . average salary, $47 per 
month. Total amount paid each month for teaching in the entire county' 
$3,546.33. 
John T. Ray, superintendent of Ogle county, announces a meeting of the 
Ogle COUllty Teachers' Il!!titute at Rochelle from April 6 to 9 inclusive. As-
. sistance is promised by Co Supts. C. E. Mann, Mary L. Carpenter, C. L. Gra-
" ham, Co. Supt. C. L. Wells, C. E. Smith and C. O. Scudder, of Dixon, A. 
- W. Ro~ecrans, of Ashton, and C. W. Hawley, of Malta. Free public lec 
tures will be given on Tuesday evening by Leslie Lewis, Wednesday evening 
by ~ohn W. Cook, Thursday evening by J. M. Gregory. Of c!>urse all will 
be first class. I 
The Winnebago cOl1nty teachers' institute' will be held ' in Rockford com- . 
• • • ~ •• , OJ 
" 
mencing next Monday and closing the follo;wing Friday. D· S. Wentworth, 
M. L. Seymour, Mrs. Mary E. Crary and James H. Blodgett, have 'been en-
gaged as instructors. N. C. Dougherty will address the institute Tuesdayaf-
ternoon and evening, and John T. Ray !!ond James P. Slade will give addresses 
on Wednesday afternoon. Wednesday evening Supt. Slade will lecture on 
Public Schools. M. L. Seymour will -lecture Thursday evening on Electricity. 
Hon. Newton Bateman will deliver a lecture Friday afternoon and evening. 
This institute promises to furnish a very rich and enjoyable educational feast 
The common council of Chicago has appropriated for new school sites $60,~ 
000; for new buildings, $260,000; for incidental expenses, '$75,075; for ap-
paratus and furniture for school·rooms, $1,800: for furnishing new buildings 
$27,000. For the salaries of the present corps of teachers and those to be 
employed during the year $663,256 was appropriated:; for .support of evening 
schools, $7,000; for salaries of engineers and janitors. $52,000. Total i p· '. 
propriation for school purposes, $1,056,026.44, less $236.000 recommended to 
be deducted by:the Finance Committee, to be distributed among the various 
items, as might be determined by the Council, ~aking the appropriation $820,- -
026·44· , 
In Chicago last Saturday, at a meeting of the principals of the city and subf 
urban schools, steps were taken toward the organization of an institute 0 
pedagogy, the object being to afford me~bers the opportunity and means of 
sWdying the principles of teaChing rather than the methods. Similar organi-
zations exist in Boston a~d New York. A committee was appointed t.o draft 
a constitution and nominate officers, and to report at a meeting to be h,eld in 
three weeks. 
MICHIGAN.-The night school at Grand Rapids has been closed for the 
year. The average attendance at this school was 50, and as higJi as 150 dif-
ferent pupils have been in attendance, though the number. dwindled to 30 the 
last week of the school. The school was a successful one. 
Supt. French recently found on the.superintendent's table in the old union 
school-house a basket of flowers. It was from the teachers of the Marshall 
schools, and the card accompanying it bore these words: "From the girls 
you left behind you."-Kalamazoo Telegraph. 
Schools at St. Clair are full and the work goes off finely. The board of ed-
ucation are taking steps towards the erecticn of a new building in the Second 
Ward another year. Two more rooms are needed very much. 
Prof. R. L. Cumnock, of the North Western University, gave a public 
Reading in St. Clair, Thursday evening Feb. 29, under the auspices of the 
high school, from which it netted over twenty-five dollars. -
The Dental department of the University has one student, a lady, from 
Germany, who will return home after her graduation to practice her profes-
sion. There are 27 chairs in the dental room, all occupied, each presided 
over by a student, and orders for work tw.o weeks ahead. Profs. Watling and 
Taft go from chair to chair and give instruction to the workers. 
State Institutes will be held next week at Wayland, Conductor E. P. Church; 
Quincy. E. Olncp'; B~ttle Creek, R. W. Putnam; Maple Rapi!1s, J. W. 
Ewing; Williamston, L. McLouth; Lapeer, J. Estabrook; Tecumseh, Z. C. 
Spencer; Big Rapids, W. H. Payne; Milford, Z. Truesdel. 
Miss Ida Powers, a member bf Cedar Springs union school, received so se· 
vere a shock from an electric battery on the 16th ult., that she has been una-
ble to control her muscles ever since, and only rests by the use of sedatives. 
Every teacher in Michigan is being bored just now with" Appleton's read· 
ers a failure," and circu,lars on the other side of ' the question, from the "most 
celebrated of Michigan's educators, setting forth said books as being the acme 
of perfection. (We omit the moral.) , 
The Board of Education of Lansing is in a muddle over the question 
whether it shall require the teachers to keep sch.ool a week after the usual 
time of closing, so as to make up for a week lo~t some time ago by dismissing 
she schQols, or whether it shall let the city lambs go to past~re at the usual 
time. Mr. Carmer, one of the board, says: "It costs ' $300 per week to run 
these schools, and the board has no right to give away '$300 of the people's 
money." Mr. Cole, another of the boal'd, thought he was as anxious to save 
money as any~dy, yet he was inclined "to let my people go," since 13wyers ' 
told him that the teachers could collect for the extra week's work if it is reo 
quired of them. Nobody stated that the vacation was granted at the request 
of the' parents, or that of the teachers or whether the latter were even con· , , 
suIted in regard to it The meeting finally adjourned without decisive action; 
.but it looks as though the pedagogues are likely to have the' best ,of it. 
The (act in regard to the last item is that the Lansing" ~chool board closed 
the schools the last week 'of the fall tenD, to prevent the spread o( ~phtheria, 
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and now the pel!urious ones insist that the teach~rs shall "make up the time" 
thus lost.-Exchange. • 
WISCONSIN. -¥rom Portage county institute, at Plover, we have word that 
there were 75 teachers in attendance. Stevens Point teachers were out in rull 
force. 
The Stale 'Journal thus winds up a long notice of Prof. Watson's recent lec-
ture on c.,'hina a'1.d 'Japan, which he closeci with a description of the Wing 
Tombs. 
"At this point the Professor was o1;>liged, for lack of time, to close his lec-
ture, much to the regret of the audience. who appeared perfectly willing to 
remain until morning, if the lecturer would only continue to talk. 
"In an interview this morning. we learn that Prof. Watson exhibited in all 
fifty-three pictures photographe~ on the spot by the ar,ists who accompanied 
the Government expedition. During his absence from this country, he spent 
five months in China, traveled in Carobodla, thence went to Singapore, crossed 
·the Malay Peninsula, to Sumatra and Ceylon, went thence along the Coro- ' 
mandel coast of India to Calcutta. from which point he made a tour of India, 
seeing the famous Himalaya .Mounta,ins among other no~ed localities. He 
sailed from Bombay to Aden, m Arabia, and from thence across the Red Sea 
to Egypt-sailing up the Nile as far as the first cataract. His travels then ex-
tended over Palestine and Asia Minor to Constantinople. He pas.ed across 
Turkey in Europe to Thessaly and Greece, and from there home, by way of 
Italy, France, and England., 
"While in Egypt, Professor Watson, at the request of the Khedive, inaugu-
rated a geodetic survey of that country, and also measured all the dimensions 
of the great Pyramid of Ghizeh, by the most approved methods. In conSid-
eration of his valuable services, the Khedive sent him up the Nile in a special 
steamer, and the Sultan decorated him with the insignia of Knight Comman-
der of the Mijidieh." 
EVidently here is a man who has something to say worth hearing. Let lec-
ture committees of'the state take heed and when the time is ripe draw o~ the 
UniverSity for its astronomer and their heads and coffers both will be worthi-
ly filled. ' 
Supt. B. R' Grogan has the following in his Educational .Column in the 
Plymouth Reporter: 
School Fuud.-Art. II" Sec. X. of our State Constitution provides for the 
support- and maintenance of our public schools. This article was framed by 
men devoted to the principle, that the property of the state should educate the 
children of the state. 
Each year on the last day o~ August t~~ cle~k o~ ev~ry ,school district in the 
state takes the names of all children, resldmg m hiS district, who are over folir 
and under twenty years of age. These he forwards to the town clerk. The 
town clerk sends the reports of the district clerks to the county superintendent 
of schools and be on or before the tenth day of October transmits to the State 
Superintende~t the nu~b~r ,of <;hildren over f~ur and under twenty years Of 
age residing m each dlstnct lD hiS county wherem school has heen taught five 
months by a dnly qualified teacher. In this way .the State Superintendent as-
certains the number of children who are legally entitled to "draw public 
money." This public money now amounts to over two and a half million 
'dollars and is derived chiefly from 'the following sources: 
I. S~ction sixteen in each township. 
2. All fines collected in the several counties for breach of the penal laws. 
3. All money paid for exemption from military duty. 
4. All mOileys accruing from forfeiture or escheat. 
S. ·Five per cent on the sale of government lands. 
6. Ail unspecified grants to the state. ' 
7" The five hundred thousand acres first given for the Rock river canal and 
afterwards given by congress to the school fund. 
The interest on ,the above last year amojlnted to $185,546 and was dis-
'tributed on 475,759 children of school age, at the rate of 39 cents per scholar. 
'the yelU' befor.e, it was 41 cents, and owing to the increase in the number of 
children will doubtless continue to decrease in the future. The state still 
holds in frust 213,407 acres. of school land at prices ranging from $1.00 to 
$f.25 per acre. Owing to a short sighted policy, those lands were brough,t 
into competition with government lands for the purpose of inducing emigra. 
ti,on, thereby securing the development of our state at the expense of its edu-
cational interests. Wisconsin is selling her school lands to-day for·$1.25 per 
acre while her sister state Michigan realizes on an average $18.0;) per acre. 
Had true wisdom controlled our councils and these lands been held for a rea-
sonable time. in place of a beggarly pittance of 39 cents per child, we miiht 
to.day be able to give ten times that amount. ' 
IOWA.-Diphtheria is raging around the children of Council Bluffs. 
The 'reachers' District, ,(\ssociation held a meeting at Avoca last week. 
'the exercises were said to be highly interesting. County Superintendent J. 
K. Cooper spoke on the history of civil government, and Miss McMeekin con 
ducted an exercise in drawing. 
Hon. A . .A:bernethy, ex-State Superintendent of Public Instruction, is writ· 
ing fine articles on agricultural topics, which are extensively copied and com· 
mente(i' upon by the press of the state. 
"lion,. e. w. von .crelln, Superintendent of Public Instruction, has called 
a convention of the county superintendents of the.fourteen counties known as 
the first district to meet at Mt. Pleasant April:l, and continue in session three 
days. 
At the annual school meeting of the Mt. Pleasant district a resolution was , 
adopted asking the board, or rather instructing them, to appoint male instead 
of female teachers for the higher grades of the public schools of that city, 
The fourth annual normal institute of Chickasaw county is now in session 
at New Hampton. Messrs. Brickenridge, Gilchrist, Hull, and Bond, and 
Mrs. Quivey are the instructors. 
The 'State High School contest in declamation , will occur at Iowa City, 
Friday, May 21. 
The Orphan;s Home at Davenport gets an appropriation of $26,000. 
Judge Hammond, dean of the Iowa Law School, has consented to deln'er 
the annual address at the commencement of, University of Nebraska. 
Sixty pupils of the Deal and Dumb Institution are recovering from measles. 
Miss Carrie M. Sweet has r{"signed her position in ~he Clintvn high scho(,1 
and Mrs. W. A. Bell has been appointed to fill the vacancy. 
The new President of Simpson College, Rev. E. L. Parks, i~ at work. Rev. 
C. M. Ellenwood, late professor of chemistry in the Northwestern, University 
at Evanston, has taken charge of the Latin department. 
Mr. Luther Foster, for six years principal of the Monticello schools, is a 
candidate for a position in the Board of Trustees of the State Agricultural 
College. Mr. Foster is a graduate of this institution, and was by unanimous ' 
vote of the alumni of the college selected for the position. 
The eight per cent interest school fund statute is 'now in effect in this state. 
A German Lutheran seminary is to be established at Waverly. 
l~on. C. W. von Crelln, State Superintendent, meets with the legislative 
committees of schools and is of great advantage to them by reason of his 
thorough knowledge of the condition of school matters throughout the state. 
'Items from Albia.-The Albia high school building was put under contrac 
on the first of last August, since then the work has been rapidly pushed for-
ward. The building will be ready to be used, by the first of the next school 
year. When completed it will be one of the finest school buildings in Southern 
Iowa. It is one 'hundred feet square. The outer wall~are broken alternately 
by projections and recesses; thu~ relieving them of the monotony of a plain, 
straight surface and, at the same time, addi!lg much to the bel\uty of the build-
ing. It is two stories high with a ba8ement, and faces to ,the west and south.· 
The main entrance is on the west. The principal cupola stands over the west ' r, 
projection and contains the belfry and a place for a town clock. The south ' 
sid,e is also surmounted by a cupola much smaller than the west one. When 
viewed j'rom the southwest it presents a very imposmg appearance. The 
building is heated by steam and is well ventilated. Each room has a sepa-
rate ventilating flue. These ventilators are open at the bottom to admit- cold 
air, which, being heated by the steam pipes within the flue, must arise' and 
cause an ascending current. In this way a free circulation is' kept up. The 
air remaining in the room is heated by coils of pipe in the room. The high 
school room is on the second floor, and is; large and commodious. There are 
seven recitation rooms, well lighted and , arranged, and a number of other 
rooms for various purposes" one of which is to be used for a play·room for the 
small children in bad weather. The old building at this' place was burned in 
December, 1878, since then the board 'has been using the churches for school 
rooms. This arrangement is rather inconvenient, as the school is scattered 
too much, but under the efficient management of Mr. Valentine it is doing ~ 
good work. _ 
Mr. Amasa CoIlins, on", of our teachers, whipped a boy in school fOIi some 
offense. The father of the boy had the teacher arrested on the charge of as: ' 
sault and battery. He was tried berore a justice of the peace. The first jury , 
did not agree, the second acquitted the teacher. The whipping was too severe, 
but not so severe as to be criminal. In some cases it may be necessary a,nd 
beneficial to whip in school, but, I ,think, as 'a g!;neral thing, severe puitishm,ent 
may be looked upon a.q. a weakness on the"part of, ~he teacher and not a sign 
of his ability to govern. , W. E~ 
A late number of, the Alliance COntained a Davenport schoolboy's composi-
tion. 
Mr. Z. W. Steele read a fine essay on Harmony before the Bellevue Teach- , 
ers' Association. 
'f.he average att'endance of the Maquoketa schooh, Mr. C. C. Dudley, prin' 
cipal, lor February', was 494. • 
Mr. W. W. Moore, principal 'of the Wyoming schools,-his resigned. 
, Rev. A. B. Goodale, of Wyoming, recently delivered a fine lel;ture at Hop" 
kinton on the "Princip~eS of Education." , _. >' -, 
, Mr. M. J. Wilcox, .superintendent of Clinton county, gives lichool director!> 
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· some good sensible advice in regard to hiring teac~ers with and without cer-
tificates. He says: "A person should never be encouraged to teach school on 
any other condition than that he is qualified beyond a-doubt." 
The De Witt Observer says that Mr. Chas. Robinson, Superintendent of the 
De Witt schools, has devised a simple plan for preventing the spatter ?f milk 
while churning. • 
Mr .. David Worcester, of Albion, is a brother of the distinguished lexicog-
rapher, the author of Worcester's Dictionary. He assisted his brothe~ in the 
preparation of his dictionary. He is a graduate of Harvard College and is said 
to be a ripe scholar and a genial old gentleman. 
Prof. Tice, the noted astronomer and meteorologist of St. Louis, taught 
school in Davenport during the summer of 1842, or thirty-eight years ago. 
Prof. Tice was superintendent of the St. Louis schools for ten or twelve years. 
JIe is a veteran. 
, MINNESOTA.-Mr. McMillan has introduced in the senate a bill for the es-
tablishment and maintenance of a school of forestry at St. Paul. In support 
of the ,proposed school, the government is called upon to grant 300 sections of 
the public lands of the state, to be selected by an agent appointed by the gov-
ernor, with the approval of the Secretary of the Interior. Not more than two 
· sections are to be taken from anyone township. and the sections selected are 
· not to be minelal lands. The sections are then to be sold, and the proceeds 
inves:ed in United States or other safe stocks, at not less than 4 per cent in-
terest. The capital is never to be diminished, and the interest is ,to be appro-
priated for the endowment and support of the school which shall give instruc-
tion in the science and practice of forestry, as adapted to the climate and soil 
of the state. Ten per cent of the interest may be set apart for the purchase of 
'lpds for .experimental out-stations for tree-c\llture 0)1 prairie lands and forest-
culture on timber lands, when such experiments 'shall be authorized by'the 
· l~gislature. No part of the fund or interest is to be used in buying, erecting, 
or repairing the school building, and unless the school is provided with a 
suitable building and forty acres of land for experimental timber-,culture, 
within eight yea, s, the grant is to cease. The state must employ at the head 
of the school a person of known qualifications in the science and practice of 
forestry, and the tuition is to be free. Pupils are to be admitted from any 
state. An annual report ot the p;ogress of the school and the results of its 
experiments is to be filed with the Librarian of Congress and the commissioner 
o(the general land office. 
. . The diploma and medal' which were awarded to Prof. W. F.Phelps, of 
Winona, at the Paris Exposition of 1888, have lately been received by him. 
This high honor waS conferred in recognition of his eminent services and 
· ability as an educational writer and worker, and IS a mark with which. his nu-
merous fnends are justly pleased. The medal is of massive silver, two and 
three-fourths inches in dian;teter, in two parts, showing the obverse and reverse 
,,!-rfaces, with their respective designs, which are too familiar to require a de-
,," , scription. "Fhe medal is set in a neat frame work of'velvet behind glass. · .. ',rhe 
diploma 'is a beautiful work- of art, twenty-one by twenty-eight inches in di-
mensions, chaste in design and elahorate 10 execution. It is in the form of a 
monumental tablet mounted in a massive frame, which is profusely decorated 
w~th exquisitede&igns, emblematic of the inseparable union that exists between 
Science ar d the Arts and the manifold blessings which they unitedly confer 
upon mankind. Th}S highly wrought tablet bears the following inscription: 
Exposition llniverselle .De 1878: Le '.Jury International .Des Rteompmses Un 
· .Dijlomt.De Medaillt .D' Argent, Monsieur W. F. Phelps (Col/aborateur) Etals 
_ Unis.-'- Winona Republi&an. . . 
INDIANA. - J. C, Comstock, for several years principal of the public schools 
'. of Martinsville, Ill., is now employed in the public schoohi of Logansport. 
'Fbe biennial election of state otiice~ 'is coming around again. The office 
of Statj: Superintendent of Schools is' not hkely. to go begging, this year at 
least. The following is a very incomplete list of aspira~ts: Among the dem-
ocra~ are named as. pOSSible, candidates, 1. H. Smart, the present incumbent, 
wao hl¥i fille-d the position tor three successive terms greatly to the satislac-
, uo~ of public school men of all parties; A. C. Goodwin, the able county 
I . !. 
lupepntendent of Clar!' county; Prof. Hopkins, of Howard county, son of 
, Milton a.,pkins, for.mer.ly state superil\1endent; A. E. Blount; of, Tipton; M. 
A Barnett, of Helldricks; A. J. Morris, of Clark; and Supt. Harla,n, of 
Muion. On the republican side those most prominently named are W. A. 
'Bell, editor 9(, the Indiana School '.Journal; Bloss, of Evansvile, and J. T. 
Wernli, of l.a Fayette, the latter two of whom have both, been before candi-
-datea fot the pOSition and deCeate(l along ;"ith their }laIty. ' 
, 
CALIFORNIA.-We gather the followiPg facts from the San Francisco Public 
School Record, an e'lterprising weekly paper, which has reached its fifteenth 
isslle: 
. There are 216,404 pupils in the public schools of the state'; and the sum of 
$1,270,291.49 is annually appropriated for-their education. 
Miss' F. M. Healy was nominated for city superintendent of the p!1blic 
.schools of Oakland by the convention 01 the Workingmen's Party, March 2. 
Mr. J. H. Todd has been nominated by the r~publican convention ior the same 
office. 
At a meeting of the San Francisco Board of Education, Feb. 27, a com-
mittee was appointed to investigate the system of kindergarten instruction-
whether it is advisable to adopt it in connection with the public schools of 
the state, the legislation necessary, the probable cost of establishing and cop-
ducting such schools, elc., and to report at a future meeting. ' 
. A recent regulation of the San Francisco school board require. ali princi-
pals to teach who have twelve or less classes. 
OHIO.-SO many non·resident pupils have .pressed for admission into the 
Hillsboro high school that the opening of a new room.has been demanded. 
The school board decide, however, not to open another 'at present; but ' 
twelve or fifteen non-residents will be received into the high school as now 
provided for. The demand for more seats is not a little complimentary to 
the· school and SuPt. H. S. Doggett, who is at the helm. 
The Fayette County Herald, at Washingfon Court-house, makes up a good 
collection of items from the local schools, This somewhat rare kind of jour~ 
nalistic enterprise shoul l be encouraged. 
The temperance ladies of the state are making vigorous personal appeals 
to th,: local boards of education to put Dr. Richard&on's "Temperance Lesson 
Book," and the like, into the schools. They ineet with varying success, but 
the average result so far, sad to. say, is r!'-the~ against them. 
A black sheep has appeared in the rural school-teachmg force of Jackson 
township, Plckaway-a married man, with five ' children. Summoned before 
the County board of eX'lminers lately, with a dozen witnesses confro,nting 
him to sustain the charg'e of undue iamiliarity with his pupils, he virtually 
acknowledged his gUilt by refusing to stand trial and by resigning his trust 
then and there. Happily, such fellows are rare among Buckeye pedagogues. -
\ ... 
The 'superintendents and other influential teachet;S of the state are being ", 
besieged by postal cards to take an' active part in the legislative war no~ 
waging over the school text-book bills. All measures of this kind heretofore 
up are understood to be killed practically; but new bills are in preparation, 
and the fight will rrobably go on to the bitter end. 
OFFICIAL :QEP.ARTMENT. 
-. - ., 
IOWA::-.8VLINGS. 
I. A failure to qualify is deemed a refusal to serve. See section 686, Code. 
In the event of the failure of an officer to quali(y, the Board can declare the 
office .vacant, and choose a successor. See section 781, sub. section 4, Code, 
and last part of section 684, Code. 
. 2. There is no provision of law giving teachers time to visit other schools. 
Boards of Directors may, however, grant holidays for that pursose. 
3. In graded schools, the proper administration of discipline requires that 
. complaints from subordinate teachers should reach the ~oard, under ordinary 
circumstances, through the Principal or'Superintendent, who is charged with 
the supervision of all the schools. 
4. The'revocation of a teacher's certificates does not stop a /county superin. 
tendent from subsequently granting a certificate to the same person. 
S· While Sec. 1796, S. L" 1876, provides that boards may change sub: 
di!trict boundaries at the regular meeting in September, or at a special meet-
ing call~d for that purpose between September and March, it must be under-
stood that such change cannot be made so late as to prevent the notices for 
electio)l from being given at least five days previous to the election, as required 
by Sec. 1718, S .. L., 1876. . . 
6 •. Chapter-8, Laws of tqe 18th General Assembly, entitled "An act to 
amend the law governing the election of Directors and the power of Board of 
Directors of Independent School 'Districts~" agpliel!, only to districts hiving at 
least 15,000 inhabitan\§, as , ascertained from some authel:tic source, and pro-
vides for the regulation of electors, and for sever.al polling places. This law 
was,publisheq too latt. to be available at the time of the annual· meeting just., 
p'aSSeq, but 1I'ill gqv,ern l;Ieteaf'rer: I ~ • • '. • ~ • • 
-. 
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, J - 7. Where a plan of sub-dividing the district township has been adopted by 
th~ board, and is afterward found that one or more of the divisions which the ' 
board intended to make a sub-district does not contain the required number, 
between five and twenty·one, the board should provide where the children 
living upon such territory shall attend school, until the sub·district is fully or· 
ganized, and in. the meantime, the board of directors wjll be constituted only 
- oLsub-directors of sub· districts fully organized. . . 
8. Both houses of the Legislature have passed a bill repealing chapter 13, 
laws of the Seventeenth General Assembly, depriving a president in a board 
01 six, in independent districts, of his right ·to vote, but. one bill ~ontains ad. , 
ditlonal matter which will require the further action of the other house. Such 
acti~n will doubtless be taken, but until then the present law will gover~. 
C. W. VON C<ELLN. 
Superintendent of Public Instruction. 
DES MOINES, March 17, 1880. 
THE HOME. 
For THB EDUCATIQ)<AL WBBKLV. 
BAB Y AND BIRDS. 
By TARPLEY STARR: 
Here i. a little woodland picture that 1 found the other morning in one of my early strolls 
.., -ItI"j.intltl--'Tis a poet's lesson. is it not! . 
I heard a jZlad sound coming 
Through the noon still solitude; 
'Twas a little child went' humming 
A song in the cool, green wood. 
The sun through the shadows straying 
Caught the long fair curls unrolled, 
Jhat tossed round her head in playing 
A won~erful crown of gold. 
The r6se' on her lips just wakini::, 
By life's morning angel kissed-
The dawn on her cheek just breaking 
Like sun through, the pearly mist. 
-She stopped in her baby singing, 
And her listening heart seemed stirred, 
As the woodland pulse went ringing 
To the music of a bird. 
Then she looked all 'angel-gifted 
With wings as the hands outspread, 
And the sunlit face was lifted 
To the song.bird overhead. 
'Twas· I and the dear wood robin 
Caught the lisp of that artless thing, 
}'O, you sweet, you pwecious wobin ! 
Wont you teach me how to sing?" 
MY BAB}, OR MY DOG? 
• 
What a question fo~ a paterfamilias to put! But how else. can I put itl 
_ "My baby anti my dog," I hear some one suggesting; but, dear reader, that 
eVades the difficulty. Baby or dog is just as much one of those alternatives 
that have convulsed the world as Athanasian or Arian, Guelph or,Ghibelline, 
Cavalier or Roundhead, Sheite or Sunnite, Dizzy or Gladstone. And I wish 
to treat gf that alternative. 
* * * * * * * * . * 
. Reader, I am a patt'rfamilias, 
First, then, I will give you the character of my dog. "Of course," I.hear 
you say, "he is a remarkab:e dog, or why this eoq,a·I'·4ne?" Not at all; I 
regret to have to contradict you. He is quite an ordinary dog-perfectly or-
dinary:. The ugliest of human beings has a sort of beauty; so the most or-
dinary of dogs has a sort of remarkability. Punch-I beg pardon, he should 
- have had· a more ceremonious introduction-is no wandering Willie, n9 ca· 
nine.prodigy, no subject for Landseer's human animalisms. Punch i& always 
a. dog, essentially a dog-a Jbhn Bull of caninity; not that he is dogged in 
Jiis doggism, no! it is the natural result of his honesty. He has no pedigree 
-the more the dog for that perchance. He came to me from the Dog's 
Home, that godsend to the' persecuted. He is a short, round, brown retriever, 
of ' no particUlar dignity of presence, of no particular silkiness' of coat. He is 
no~,ill-bred nor well.bred. In short, he: -belongs to the respectable middle class 
- of doiS. He haS few front teeth (he gave me permission to look into his mouth" 
knowing that I ~hould -not misrepresent him); he has a touch of asthma and' 
-' ~ touch"of rh,eunWi&m; he feeds sparingly, but will eat any~. 
- , 
:' 
The most salient point of his character is imperturbability. He is appar· 
ently, at home everywhere; no locality, no combination of circumstances ap-
pears unfamiliar to him-kit~l)en, drawing-room, phaeton, 'guard's van, ken· 
nel, sub Jove, pursuit of the rabbit, pursuit of the omnibus, all are alike tohim 
He brings the Daily News and th'e Pall Mall with equal contentment. The 
streets of London contain no novelty for him: lord mayor's shows, steam rollers, 
electric lights, and menageries are dignified with a pause and a sniff,for Punch 
is satisfied that he has seen so~ething very like them all before. . 
, . 
" -.
His master he recognizes as such with respectful deferentiality, not with ob-
trusive servility. He is grateful for attention, but never soJicits it. Towards 
mankind in general he preserves a confid1ng and liberal attitude; strange to 
say, one and all, he trusts them. And why? Because, stranger ' still, they 
..... "' " 
are always kind whim; they care about him twenty times as much as he· 
cares about them. As he trots along the pavement, no one-not even the' ola • 
women are afraid of him ; he looks so sane, and his tail oscillates so con· 
tentedly. I have often wondered how he passed into this condition of mind~ , • 
that mankind in general were not to be treated with distance and suspicion. 
Was it the result of long acquaintance? Hardly, I think, because it is just this 
independent attitude whiclt disarms them towards him. Was it and is it his 
goodness and singleness of heart? This is more probable. Or is it some 
such reason as made the German philosopher remark that, amid ·the wicked. 
. ness of mankind, it is g09d to look into a dog's face and say, "Here, at least, 
is an h.mest friend"? Does Punch say, "Dogdom is full of all guile; man-
\dnd is too stupid to be dishonest"? Who knows ? 
He has one weakness, and that is a cat; all his s~perfluity of spiritS, is' 
merged in an immoderate dCiire to behold, run after, lnd bark at a cat. The 
love.song of that tile· haunting animal is a source of pleasure to him, even 
when its echoes reach the genteel atmosphere of the drawing-room-not tbat 
he ruffies the tranquillity uf that sanctuary with a whine or a bark; you wrong 
him if you think that for a moment. He merely beats time with his ears, el-
evating first one and then the other. Freed from these trammels his bellav. 
ior is different. The sight of a cat makes him' frantic. He will rush' down a 
whole street, not to murder one of those fnnocent creatures, only. to bark 'at 
her and make her run away-which, by the way, she never does-;- -for she , 
knows it is only his joke. "Here we are again!" "Be off now, or 1'11--1'" 
represents the sum t~tal of the bellicose operations between them. ,Once,' 
however-I blush to repeat it; and yet why should I? for that has been his 
only crime, and one sin, be it a sufficiently heinous one, makes a .good o;uLn'" 
greater-si non errllsset, fteerat, 'ille minus-once, I say, he ' kiUed a ca~; out · ' . 
dux femina facti, a woman was at the bottom of it. He was keeping com , 
pany with ,a lady _of superior breeding, but less mora,lity, spld she doubtless 
egged him on. She made it the price of he~ attentions. '(Show- me , your 
pedigree," asked tlie haughty dame. . "Ie" "a'1u Jt(iehts una doc" gmug-," 'he 
replied, with something of the modern spirit. "Then prove me your worth' 
by prowess in the field." "If dou,hty deeds my lady please," he said-
and straightway did the deed. But the ghost of the victim haunts him in his 
dreams. 
There is one habit he has which perplexes me, and seems to indicate the 
existence ~f co~plex men~a1 phenomena. $llch morning; as the appointed 
hour draws near for me to quit breezy and surburban leisure for the stiflilig 
fogs of officialism, whither it is my habit to proceed on foot, P.unch becomes 
excited; and when at length I go into the hall, and put on my coiLt, his ex· 
citement is tremen<j.ous. But he does not caper about or bark in the house ;: 
t)jis, he knows, would be unmannerly. Consequent~y he retires 'into th" Ii· 
brary, and simulates indifference. He cannot, however, suppress aD' occa:- -
sional whine of impatienc~, and his frequent change of position indicates th~ -
unrestful condition of his mind.. Now he hears the sound of the latch~ and 'f 
his agitatiori reaches a climax. Still, however, he maintains his' self-contr.oh, 
If' the front door slam without the perm,issive whistle, he Y;lelds to desp.on, 
deney; but if I give -him leave to accompany me his joy is 'great, ana he tCSii 
tifi~ his grat,itude by offering to earry my umbrella. This side ' !>f Punch', 
character I confess myinability to explain. Either he is actuated by motives 
of pride, which prevent his wishing to appear in the light of asking' s. favor;, 
or he is apprehensive of being betrayed into an unseemly exhibition of 'feel· 
ing; or, perchance, like others I wot of, he will not give expression to bjs . 
opinions for fear of being co~tradicted. Dr. Johnson remarks tha~ our ~,at~ral 
inclination is to obtain thini::s in the n~arest way, and tJ:!at we ar,e only. «ured 
of this by, education. ' Punch's conduct, then, seems to in<j.ic~te a very ad-
. vanced stage of 'civilization. So much fgr my dog, aud ~ think you will eJlow- .. 
that he is an mte~stini apd 10vp.l;>le ·companion. " " _ ' 
As to my baby, I muSt inform you that:my imIirCSfioDS aro o~~ fi,r~ imii:~: 
. . - , , 
,'" 
I , ' 
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sions, the infant in question having but lately attained to the dignity of 
nurse. 
It wa.~ the practice, old Samuel Butler tells us, amongst a people whom he 
calls "Chineses," who, whoever they may have been, were many centuries 
nearer the aCllle of civilization than ourselves, for the father, on the birth of 
a child, to retire to his bed and receive' the condolences of his friends, while 
. the mother was sent about her duties as usual. This is sensible;· but what a 
lamentable inversion of this practice exists witl! us ! Up-stairs the father is 
treated with ignominy, insulted by a stranger whose sex prevents him from 
retaliating, regarded as an interloper, and scarcely even allowed to inspect 
the origo mali. He retires to his library, and seeks consolation in study,look. 
ing forward to meal time in order to break the monotony of ..the day. Time 
wears on. He rings his bell, which is not answered; he wants coals, but is 
forced to do without them ; the fire goes out, and he puts on an overcoat; he 
hears the frequent slam of the area gate, and the sound of strange male 
laughter in the basement., Dinner·time arrives ; he has ordered a simple meal 
in order not to give trouble; the COler is lifted, and discloses a chop. The 
seryant departs in haste, as well she may; for when he inserts the knife the 
result is too nauseous for description. The meal has evidently not givm much 
trouble. He rings the bell, and with a satirical emphasis worthy of a more 
intelligent audience, requests that "that may be removed and have the chill 
taken off!' Next night he dines with a few friends at the club, goes to the 
play, and returns to find the doors barred against him. From this period of 
a man's existence might well be dated the commencement of a depraved ca~ 
reer. 
• Such being the attendant circumstances, it cannot be imagined that a father 
,is naturally predisposed to be- favorable t<l h is offspring; the treat-
, ment he experiences during the short ' and scanty interviews he has with 
it is not calculated to increase his feelings of paternity towards it. If he asks 
questions, they are answered with a curtness amounting to incivility; if he 
makes remarks, they are regarded as the gibberings of a baboon or the mut· 
terings of a lunatic, while it is dinned into his ears that the child is an exact 
reproduction of the mother, and bears no resemblance whatever to himself. 
This is evidently meant for an insult, 'and, whether it may mortify the parent's 
feelings or not, the obvious malevolence with which the sentence.is pointed 
cannot fail to be unpleasant. 
Let it be granted, then, that a father who loves his newborn child mu!t in-
deed have a partiality for babies. Now a baby per se I have a rooted objec-
tion to, an obfection founded on a long and varied experience. Who does 
not know the misery of paying an afternoon visit to a young and charming 
moth.:r, who thinks "you must just see baby before you go"? , The bell is 
rung, and nurse and baby are sent for. The interval is lengthy. The mother 
hints tnat "nurse does not Ijke bringing baby down stairs." You begin to im 
agine that "nurse" must be a sensible sort of p~rson. The mQments lengthen, 
and conversation becomes more and more impossible; you both sit facing the 
door, in a state of nervous anxiety. Presently footsteps are heard, an'd' like· 
w,iSe those unearthly sounds which nurses imagine to be pleasing to babies. 
'The door opens. Now the momentous question flashes across you in alhhe 
terrible earnestness_of reality. Are you to rise and rush to the door with 
outstretched arms and mingled expressions of joy and gratitude? If so, be 
sure you can sustain your effusive attitude, for a collapse will entail upon you 
untold ignominy. On the contrary, stop where you are, and you lay yourself 
open to the charge of brutal indifference. Here is a fit occaJIion for the In· 
tervention of the heavenly powers! So, When at length you are brought face 
to face with this terrible object, what course are you to pursue? The same di-
lemma again. Your inaction begets suspicion on the part of your friend, 
while facetious intelference brings down on you the wrath of the nurse and 
the squalls of the infant. 
I am peculiarly un6tted' to deal with humanity in this embarrassing stage. 
~ome years ago I was travelling by train in a full carriage which contained, 
amongst other people, a nnrse and baby of some two years of a~e. This ill· 
starred brat fixed its eyes steadily upon me; so in a good·natured way, wish-
Ing to afford it some amusement, I made a grimac!=. . The consequences, 
though flattering to my powers of facial ex,Pressio.n, were disastrous in the 
extreme • . Howillucceede!i howl. Nurse caught, the babe to her bosom 
anei me in flagrante dtlicto. The thrilling natUre of the scene caused all 
"" the occupants of the c;ompartment, hitherto strangers, to become linked to· 
gether as it were by common sympathy against a common enemy. I, 
never should have believed that mere lo'lks could be so pregnant. I was 
the bpae man! I was the desecrator of hea~ and homes~! the oppressor of 
the ~dow and the orphan ~ * *' *. I Changed carriages at the nl;xt sta,tion. 
Somebody-Sheridan, I suppose-said that of all wines he liked other peo-
ple's the best; this expresses my feeling about babies. Sheridan'S reasons, 
however, differ from mine. He liked other people's 'wine better than his' 
own because he saw more of it; I like other people's babies better than my 
own because I se~ less of them. In the far West, according to Mr. Herbert -
Spencer, the title of father is so essential to respectability, that it is the custom 
to call a childless man the father of his dog. Of what mom~nt is not that 
step from honorary fatherhood to fatherhood proper? Shall I confe~s that I 
hanker after retrogression in this matter? 
What! madam, you say I am heartless; unnatural-that I would ignore a 
natural law on which the whole of society is based. In short, you express 
your utmost abborrence of me and my opinions. Be it so! England is a free 
country, and as a man may state his opinions, so may another insinuate that he 
thinks both them and him beneaU! contempt. Nay, madam, I wiII go a step 
further. Such reverence have I for the female sex, that I would give them 
all opportunity to enunciate their ideas. You shall horsewhip me. I am at 
home every day at four o'clock, and I will take every care that a serviceable 
horsewhip shall be in the hall. A generous offer! but you will not come. 
Ha! madam, I know you! Yov have one house in Grosven'or Square, and 
another in Hampshire. . The nursery is as far ,rj:moved from the apartments 
which you inhabit "as from the centre thrice to the utmost pole." Your chilo 
dren are presided over by women from f.>reign lands, and the ghost of a 
squeal never ruffled "your slumbrou, shrine's perfumed atmosphere." A pow-
dered flunky announced to you the fir.t appearance of a "grinder" in the ten· 
der gums of your son and heir ; and you went to the county ball the night . 
he had bronchitis. Nay! hold thy peace; thou art not alone in thy genera-
tion. 
'Unnaturalt heartle>s! egotistical! Yes, I fear your accusations] are true. 
Yet these very qualities, which have earned me your dislike, may allow of 
their owner possessing a certain sentiment towards his infant that the charita-
ble would construe into the gentler attribu'es of paternity. This egotism in 
me becomes metamorphosed, commercially, into a feeling of vested interest-; 
humanly, into a consciousness of authorship. I ask-impartially, be it un· 
derstood-is more than this possible for a rational creature? "Poor inch of 
nature," as he is there asleep, with hiS little animal passions translated to the 
world of dream-for we conjecture, by the movement of his lips, that he is ' 
plunged in visions of boundless pap-what prognostications ,can we discern 
in him of nobility and greatness? Is it not dawn without sunrise? He has the 
form and semblance of humanity; but what besides? Like a wooden leg in a 
pantaloon,there is a sense of incompleteness aboul him. He is fearfully and 
wonderfully made. He is constructed so as to wail when he is hungry, to 
sleep when he is sated. He is a perfect machine, and a powerful one ; for he 
keeps the whole household in motion-not so unlovely neither. But, like 'a , 
model steam·engine in a glass case, what is the use of him? Everybody w'or-
ships him; and why? Not perhap. for what he is, but for what he will be· 
Presumptive prescience! I have-a kitten who compares with him most favor-
ably. Firstly, it makes no noise; secondly, it feeds itself with little or no 
cOll\motion; and, thirdly, Providence' has furnished it with all the essentials 
of amusement in the shape of a tail. "Look on this picture and on that." 
* * * * * * * * 
"My dear fellow, y,es; this isn' t the thing, you know; it isn't the thing. 
You start with the enunciation of a thesis, a distinct thesis, which you treat 
in the most discursive manner, and at the. end , you haven't really discussed 
your problem or recorded your own views upon the question. Form, my dear 
fellow, is a primary condition of art." 
" This is the dictum of Savile Brown, most dr~aded when anonymous. Per. 
haps he is right. But I deny the right of a' ny man, except Marwood-and I 
hiij time has not yet come ....... to force me to a conclusion. There is, howe'ver, 
a solution to the problem. Let me whisper it in your ear, reader-but no! the 
problem solves itself. Listen to those sounds of infant wailing, not so hard 
to hear. Perchance, though, you are n<)t a family man; then, doubtless, your 
compositions are models of lucid diction, harmonious proportion, clear com--
mon sease. No housemaid, big with orders from the,other department,~nters 
your study in you absence" brushes away the cobwebs of imagination, and 
effaces .the dusty evidences .of former toil, which should be the germs of tri.' 
umph to come-who sees no order where order is. " ;Brutal housemaid! base-
minded, dull·headed wench !" you say, but that house· maid and those soundS 
of wailing are just as much elements. of this essay as the thesis with which I 
prefaced it. It was not a blind,not a covert device to bnbe your attention. You 
may ,be angry and dtsappointed; but remember you are not a family man, and 
·that otht;rs of us are. "When fools speak, a wise man. should be (here to 
hear." . I am,the fool of course; you are the wise man. But 'grant me thi~, 
... - to .. 
" 
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that I have put before you a state of things which cries aloud for reform, and 
for which there appears to be no practicable remedy. Let me, too, maJee a 
suggestjon, a suggestion shadowy and delicately implied; for, to tell you the 
truth"I have spme fears on the score of the Hampshire lady, and I feel bound 
to' keep my word about the horsewhip. ' It was a main sociol~gical principle 
of one of Swift's mythical peoples, that th<: chile! had no cause of gratitude 
to its father 0; mother for bringing it into the world, being a world of misery 
and strife. This peculiarity was attended with a peculiarly happy result: the 
cbt1d was educated apart from the parental roof. A reversal of premises often 
leads to a like deduction. My theory of the relations between father aIi'd son 
'is diametrically different. A man, when he becomes a f"ther, is born anew-
' is translated, as it were, to another world. Before this his life was all joy and 
peace; it is only now that he makes acquaintance with that "world of misery 
and strife." He is transmogrified; he descends the scale of creation; he be. 
comes an inferior animal. From the depths of his degradation he beholds 
his servants draining his pockets, and lording it over himself and his. ·belong. 
ings; his home has become a house of bondage. His child is his father who 
bpngs him into this world, and society expects that between jt and him there 
should be a constant interchange of grateful sentiment. Bah! if society were 
not im'personal, I would kiek it.-Cornhi!! Magazine •. 
HUSBANDS AND WIVES. _ 
I>. go~d husband makes a good wife. S.>me men can neither do without 
wives nor with them; they are wretched alone in what is called single ble,s· 
edness, and they make their homes miserable when 'they get married; they 
are liKe Tompkins' dog, which could not bear to be loose, and howled when 
it was tied up. Happy bachelors are likely to be happy husbands, and a happy 
husb~nd is the happiest of men. A well·matched couple carry a joyful life 
between them, as the two spies carry the cluster of Eshcol. They are a br~ce 
of-birds ~f par,adise. They multiply their joys by sharing them, and lessen 
their troubles by dividing them: this is fine arithmetic. The wagon of care 
rolls lightly along as they pull together, and when it drags heavily, or there's I 
111 hitch anywhere, they love each other all tbe more, and so lighten the labor. 
-.-' John Ploughman. . ' 
-The numbers of Tlte Living Age for the weeks ending March 6th , and 
13th respectively contain the following articles: The Grand Dukes of Tuscany, 
Westminister,- The Beginnings of Greek Sculptu~e, Fornightly/ The Present 
Conditions of Art, Nineteenth Cmturv,- The New _Fiction, Contemporary/ 
A White Rajah, Blackwood/ The Exiles of Siberia, Argosy/ My Baby or My 
Dog? Cornhil~' A Chinese Banquet, Leisure Hour,' How Far is Common 
Sense Attractive? Sermons by Drs. Martineau-and Liddon, and ' Learning to 
Write, Spectator, with installments of "Celia, an Idyll," and "Bush Life in 
Queensland," and the usual amount ~of poetry. Serial stories by Mrs. Oliphant 
and aut\lor of "Dorothy Fox," have been recently begun, and the publishers 
present to new subscribers for 1880 the six numbers of 1879 which contain 
the opening chapters of· both. 
- The National Journal of Educati01~ says the bzter Ouan is the only 
paper of Chicago that .is friendly to teachers. Well, now, the WEEKLY scolds 
some, but we always' considered it right at heart. Newspaper courtesy seems. 
to be among the lost arts.-The Teacher's Guide. 
The following specimen is published-not so much as a model-nor even 
as a sample of applications received 'by us, but as a literary curiosity. We 
have preserVed it carefully for a month, to enjoy it alone, and now we : give it 
to the public : 
S. R. WINCHELL Comp 
Puplishere Chicagoa 
III 
Waterlo:> F.:b 17th 1880' D!ar Sir ey like too Have you send me a Cata. 
logue ore a list of youre Stock if' you.pleace send me a Ca alogue and ey courd 
doos:>me buy:mess 'ourt! you s) se:d a, qu ick a~ y)u can and ey will dew my 
be&t what ey can fore,you and ey think y.)u will he sadefiet ' with my orders 
seud as quicl~ as p:>seble Aidre.i Joseph S Imon W~ter1oJ Jeff.:r;on Co County 
Wis' 
. I take nine educationa.! pape,rs) but the WEEKLY is the most welcome of all. 
A. lJ. Hewitt, Live O~k, Cal. 
--~-------------
HORSEFORD'S ACID -PHOSPHATE .gives ~peedy benefit for night sweats of 
cJnsumption • . It strengthens the, nerves and muscles, and promotes recovery •• 
B.B.ENGLE. · 
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SCHOOL-BOY ETHICS 
AT that vealy age when a boy, contemplating the purchase of his first razor, begins to emerge from the parental leader-
ship into self-possession, and to assume the responsibilities. of ?is 
, own independent manhood, there is a transition stage ahke In-
teresting and risky in its 'ethical developments. It is peculiarly 
the sowing time for boys, and the trying time for parents ~nd 
teachers. The mother feels ,something like the hen whose chIck-
ens grow web-footed and take to the water, and the father pon-
ders with inward seriousness the question, what to do with the 
boy? 
To begin with, considerable allowance should be made for the 
, vituline fri skings of this stage of development. There is a cer-
tain surplus of animal spirits to be disposed of. There is a~ a~- ' 
robatic'tendency, moral as well as physical. A powerful CUTlOSI-
ty obtain~ to taste of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil. 
It builds up a boy at le,ast one cubit to light a cigarette. and to ' 
'puff it in the street is a sort of challenge, and at the same ti~e a 
victory of his self-assertion that makes him feel good. It IS at 
this,period that. the boy begins to resent the' home restraints and 
the teacher's rule as interferences with hill incipient' rights. Not 
that a mother's l,ove is spurned; a Jarge plaEe Jor it is left in the 
hidden tenderness of his heart; but her apron-strings are no more , 
to be his bandS'. Not that a father's counsels are to go unheeded, 
. but heeded with a margin. Not that the school reglliatiqns are 
to be defied, but they are to be evaded. And on these tacIt 
principles there springs up a peculiar code of school-boy ethICS. 
Its first law is "not to tell" By the fundamental principle of 
school-boy honor, tal~ , bearing is mean. This feeling is so firmly 
incorporated with his self-respect, that it compromises his ~espect 
for hiS'teachers, if they insist upon tale bearing as a method of 
- school discipline. Its meanness reflects itself on them and ,reacts 
upon their discipline. 
This primary law of school-boy ethics extends itself into petty 
deceptions and evasions. Obedience becomes ,eye-service. 
When the teacher's back is turned the law relaxes. If the credit-' 
m~rk due tp genuine study can be obtained by "ponying" or 
copying, or whispering, the difference, however fradulent, is 
countetl 'gain, and the immorality of it is discounted. It is not 
so, we are ' told, at West ~oint Academy. Truthfulness in all 
social relations, not excepting this between the pupil and the 
" teacheJ:," is said to be such a fundamental law of military good be-
havior, that all frauds at the black-board or examinations are set 
down against a cadet's social standIng. While eaves-dropping is-
, a shameful meanness, the schoo'l-boy's conscience palliates it, 
when practiced, to ,steal, certain secrets of the faculty. 
Th«:se ,petty deceptions and evasions naturally lead by easy 
steps to downright lying. Such a code of honor prevails that 
while It is the lowest depth of school-boy meanness to "give 
away" a fellow-student; it is quite excusable to lie for him, and, 
Dot to lave a nei~hbor di~proportionately, to lie also for one's 
~~ , 
And this untruthfulness goes a worse step further. The teach-
ers a.re' conside~ed as in league w,ith the parents. They are fO'-
partnerS in guardianship. That open and ingenuous . fran!cness 
, which ought to keep transparen't the interceuTse between the 
, parent and the child is marred. The temptation is to keep from 
the friends ,at heme what is kept from ihe teacher, and to)ive in 
~ertain respects a faise: life, the self-assertion of a bad iildepen4-
ence. The fathers's pw:se, it may be, ,is used_ ~or hidden ' ex- ' 
penditures, covered by the same habits of deception that have 
evaded the scrutiny of the teacher. 
There comes indeed a time when the boy-life must begin, to 
drop off like the ripening fruit from the parent life, when t~e 
home authority merges into the boy's growing freedom. But In 
order to the true ripening of a manly character, 'an ingenuous ', 
openness between parents and children is the most fortunate con-
dition. The concealment fostered by the school-boy ethics be-
longs to a preverse and morbid development. In this connec'tion 
may be 'mentioned habits of profaneness and vulgar talk which 
could not exist in the fresh air and sunshine of an open home- -
life. But if they are the vernacular of the school, and if the ' 
school-life proceeds upon the dormitory system, free from family , 
restraints, the bot of tender years by an easy absorption takes on-
the manners and morals of the school. And with such an isolated 
and independent life, never rationally intended for young boys, 
come slovenly habits of housekeeping, .soiled carpets, tumbled 
beds, dusty furniture, rusty stoves, foul odors, tobacco s,moke, 
lager beer, The latter drug is getting too free a course in some . 
school dormitories and irresponsible boarding-houses. A close 
investigation m~ght also find, were it possible to penetrate t~e , 
veil of ' school·boy concealments, secret societies for purposes of 
haying good times, but not at all conducive to good habits of 
study. 
Were a close comparison to be instituted we should probably 
find a striking difference in moral tone betwee~ the school-boy 
and the school 'girl ,ethics, much to the a.dvantage of the latter~ 
ThIS subject needs overhauling, not only by the teachers of 
our aca<lemies and high schools,-although the latter need it less, . 
by reason of their home influence and more wholesome moral 
ventilation,-but by the parents and guardians of our boys, and ' 
by the boys themselves. It would be a good subject for tho~ough 
discussion in their debating societies. Let the educational jour-
nals t~ke it up. It would be a good plan for the faculties of our _ 
s~veral prominent boy's academies to be represented in a mutual 
convention to compare notes ,on this subject, and enlighten each 
other, on the best ways and means of ventilating and ,elevating-
the school-boy code. Is not the moral tone of the school 
discipline itself sometimes at fal,llt ? Does p.ot the suspicious and 
poIice;-like espionage of some teachers lead to ways t~at are dark 
on the part.of the boys, by breaking down a manly sdf.respect, 
and thrusting aside that ingenuous ' openness which oelongs' to 
the mutual delicacy of gentlemanly intercourse? Is not the 
markiI)g and prize-winning system too o,ften a hot-bed of 
unhealthy character? Is it quite ,fair to dull and plQdding boys 
who, as Prof. Huxley said the other day in distributing prizes to 
the r "University college school-boys" in London, "would 
probably be, nowhere in an examination, and who yet 'exert a 
great influence in virtue of what is called force of cha!acter ?'. 
Are such equitably weighed in the scales of examinationf: and , 
reports? Have. character and the education of ch~acter their 
just relations to scholarship ip the conduct of our sc}lools? It is, 
a good thing to have high recitation and exa~ination marks and 
to enter college without conditions, but it is a far better thing to 
ha~e 'our boys well started during their school-days is a cat eer of ~\ 
truthfulness, purity, and manly honor.-Spn!tg!ield (Mass) Re" 
publica". 
, 'i am more than pleased with Prof. iIowiand;s . tra~slation of Virgil's Aeneid, 
as appearing weekly in your paper. I hope he Ipay complete the entire 12 ' 
books and put them in a nice volu~e-(or permanence.-DeLoss M. , Tompkins. 
I cannot think of'missing a sin:gle number 9( the WEEKLY. Never intend 
to be w.ithout it II? long'as I teach.-Mt. Sterli"g, Ill. " , ' 
'. . 
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can be had for 'S.oo. Covers alone, for any two volumes, 
one year) 75.cents. 
In ordering a change in the address of your paper, always 
.give the postoffice and s ta te /rom which you wish the ad· 
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The number on ea.ch subscriber's address-label shows ~hen 
the subscription will expire, whether ' I t has been pa id or 
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,PIANOS AND ORCANS. 
PIAtiOS 8150 TO 8400 (with Stool, Cover and Book) 
-All Strlclly First-class and sold at Wholesa~e 
factory prices. These Pianos made one of the finest diS-
plays at the Centennial Exhibition, and wer~ unanimously 
recommended for the HIGH EST HONORS. The square 
Grands contain Mathushek·s new pa tent Duplex Over-
... 'strung Scale the greate.t improvement in the history of 
Piano maki~iI. The Uprights are the fine8t in AIDer-
lea. Catalogue of 48 pages-mailed free . .:[UBILEE 
ORGANS, Ihe best in the world. An 8 stop or~an only 
165· 13 stops $g7-with all the late,t and best ,mprove· me~t!C possdsmg power, depth, brilliancy, 'a nd sympathetic 
quality in tone . Beautiful solo e!f<=cts a.nd perfect stop 
action Soli d Walnut ca~es of beautiful deSign and .elegant 
finish: Circular free. All.Pianos '~nd Org~ns se~t o~ 15 d~ys' trial-freight fru if "nsattifactory. Don t f. ,1 to 
write us before b UYing. POSitively we offer the best bargains. 
Faetory and Warerooms, 57th St. and 10th A~e. 
· SHEET MUSIC at }3 price. Catal02ue of 3;000 chOIce 
, pieces ,ent for 3C. sta mp. Address, MENDELSSOHN 
PIANO CO.~ Box Z058,N. Y. 
EDWARD DE ANGUERA'S 
.cONSERVATORY OF MUSIO, 
103' State Street, 'Z49 Park. Ave. 
ZLL. 
Teachers of acknowledlted ability in their several depa rt-
meutb have been secured In the following branches ; 
Piano, Organ. Violin. Violoncello. Cornet, Guita r. Zi l~er, 
Flute and P iccolo, Vocal Culture, Harmony, Cout' terpolDt t Fuge CompOSition, Thorough.bass, Readi.ng at Sight, ana " 
all other branches of Music; also Elocution, French, 
. -German Itali n a nd Spanish. 
Full i~formH tion concerning the institution and its manage 
ment can be obtained by anquiring a t W. W. KimbaWs 
MWtic W~erooms, Cor. State and Adams Streets, and at the 
Conservatory: 
&;;;~ 
8T. J08EPH, ·MO,- ' 
Full particulars sent to any address upon receipt of stamp; . 
Itut no attention to postals oC specimen hunters. . 
THOS. J. BRYANT, Prest. 
'to 000 Names of resl~enis w~ted. }t~or 2~ names with 
,,' address and '5 C.-we wlll send a ·fir· N't. Hand. 
kerChief, evel}' thread silk. Re&ular price '1 .25. Address 
_ 0'11 ' G. W. F0ST¥R & ~., "5 <;Iark St., .Chleago . 
BEST, HANDSOMEST, MOST .LEGIBLE TYPE. 
The "Avon" Edition. The UomJdete Works of Shakespeare. 
In issuing "The Avon Shakespeare'· the Publishers claim for it very great superiority over any octavo edition here-
tofore publi~hed , and for Ihe foll owmg " asons-PURITY and ACCURACY of the TEX~'1 edited by those foremost 
Shakesperian ,cholars of the aj!"e, !it s -rs . Clark and Wright Thp LARGE and CLEAR Ty PE and its fine typograph. 
ica l 'd isplay upon the page. The work is printed from new Eit ctrotype Plates made 'rom type ca .. t especially for ,this 
volume. The PLOTS of the PLAYS . giving the reader the whole story in prose , with critic I comments on the most 
remarkable scenes. Elegdnce of Illustration. The engravings are by Meadow's, Frith , and other noted ar ists. A 
Glossarial Index of terms. of remarkable exceiienceand tho·oughness. A Graphic Life of Shakespeare , full of the freshest 
and most interesting reminiscences, by J ohn S. Hartt LL. D., late Professor of the English Language and Literature in 
' the College of New J ersey. AI ~'habetical Index of the Characters , telling at a glance the name. who the character is, and 
the play, a nd page where the charatter appears . Index to Familiar Passages, with a reference to the page where , 
each passage occurs. As a Volume, the work contains 966 double·column pages, and 24 fuU· page illustrations, with 
numerous spirited illustrations in the text. . 
STYLES OF BINDING AND PRICES. 
Cloth , Extra, gilt back, printed il1 black, froot and back, i3.00. Full Sheep, marbied edge, full edge ro1led, in gold, '3.50. 
Half Russia, cloth SIdes, gold centre, marbled edge, $6.00 Cloth, Super Extra, gilt back, gold edge, $3.7'. H alf Tur-
key Morroco, cloth sides, gold centre, gilt edge, $5 50. Full Turkey Morocco, antique, gold centre. eilt edge, $8:00. 
The same work in two volumes-Cloth, Extra, Rilt back, printed in black, front and back . '3.75. 'Full Sheep, marbled 
edge , full edge rolled 10 gold, .4.'5. Cloth, Super Extra, gilt back, gold centre, gilt e~ge. J4.50. '. 
Fine edition , printed on toned paper. Twenty large and. striking full page Boydelf illustrations. Including the 
Droeshout portrait on steel-Cloth , bevelled boards, gilt centre, .5.00. HaJfTurkey Morocco , gilt rolledt gilt centreJ aDd . 
edges. $8.50. Half Russia, marbled paper sides. marbled edge, J9.oo. Law Sheep, burnised marble edges, 16.00. Ha~f; 
Russia, cloth sides, gold centre, marbled edge, $;1.00. Full Turkey Morocco, antique, gilt centre and edges, f9.sot 
CLAXTON, REMSEN & HAFFEL-FINGEB, Publishers, 624, 626, 
and 628 Market Street, Phil~~elphia, Pa. 
SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES. 
I OWA COLLEGE, Grinnell, Iowa. For catalogue, etc. , address the President, GEo.F.MAGOUN, D.D. [chy 
CHANDLER SCIENTlFIC DEPT. of Dartmouth College. Liberal Education on a scientific basis. Address Prof. E. R . RUGGLES, Hanover, N . ·H. cpe 
I LLINOIS INDlMTRIAL lINIVERSJ1Y, ChamA . paigo, Ill., J . M. Gregory ... LL. D., Regent. College 
of Agticulture, College of )!;ngineers, College of Nat-
ulal SCIences, College of Literature and Arts. Fall term 
begins Sept. II, 1877. . rtf] 
S T MAR}' S SCHOOL, Knoxville, Illillois. A Board· ing SchOOl for Girls; First-cll1.Ss throughout; a safe Christian home, with the best advantages of education. 
Reference is ~ade to ~atrons lD nearly every city in 'the 
West. rtf] C . W . LEPPINGWBLL, D.D., Rector. 
S YRACUSE UNIVER51TY, at Syracuse, N . Y. The University has now the following departments in oj). 
eration: College of Liberal Arts-E. O. Haven, D. 
D., LL. D .,Chancellor. Medical College:-F. Hyde, M.D., 
Dean College of Fine Arts-G. F. Comfort,A.M., Dean. 
For AII,u.,.ls and other information, apply to E. O. HA-
VEN, Chancellor. 
H IGH SCHOOL DEPARTMEN7 of State Normal University. Special attention is paid to fitting young 
men for College. For years its graduates have enter· 
ed Harvard, and other first-class colleg~, without-conditions. 
The English course presents rare 'opportunities to young men 
prepanng for business, or yOllDg ladies desiring . a thorough 
course of study. For further information address E. J. James, 
Ph. D., Nonna!, ~ll. _ . 
OHIO CENTRAL NORMAL, alld Ki1Ulergartm Training' School. Reorganized with full faculty. Three full courses, one, two, and three years respect-
Ively. Incorporated under State Board of Trustees. This 
i< Ihe only N ormal School in the State having a distinct 
Professional Course of Study and Practice combined witb 
the m(·~t thorough academic instinction. 
Addsess JOHN OGDEN, Prin., 
Worthington O . 
LLINO/~ STATE NORMAL UNIVERSITY, fOl 1 the speciaJ preparation of teachers . The full course ot 
study requIres three years. Tuition fru to those who 
pledge themselves to teach lD the state; to others, '30 per 
year. Hil'h School Department offers the best advantages 
for prepanng for college . pr .for business. Tuition, '30 per 
year. Grammar School Dejartmeret furnIshes excellent , 
facilities for obtaining a good, pracbcal education. Tuition, 
,1'5 per year. Primary Department, a charming place for 
ttle "little folks." Term begins March 8.1880; For particu-
Ian address Edwin C. Hewett, President. Normal, Ill. tf 
Summer School of' .Elo~utlOD . . 
By S. ~. HAMILL, A. M. 
Will open June lOth, 1880, at 710 W~t MO'll'oe -Street, 
Chicago, lli. . . 
720 Lessons, two per day, $80 
Q-Ten Lessons in Elocution and how to teach them sent 
free to all. 
Boston University 
Offers in Collegiate and Post.graduate studies, In Theology, 
Law, and Medicine, the choicest of Eastern A.dvan-
tages. Add~5S Tile R,gi.trar. 
Gossamer Wafer Proof Oloaks: 
.' . \ 
3 On ~eceipt of Three Dolla rs, we wlll send by ",all tb any address in the United States, one of our 'Vulcanized I Gossamer Water Proof Cloaks, charges paid. Every Cloak Warranted. In ordering, give length ana_ llust 
measure. 
LAUGHTON 8: ce., Mfrs ... 
187 Washington ~t., Chicago .· 
a week tn your own town. Terms and'5 outfit ire .. • 
.Addless H. Hallett &: Co •. Portland Me. cult _ ' 
S. R. WINCHELL & .CO., 
EDUCATIONAL 
PUBLISHERS AN'll AGENTS. ·. 
tlethods of Teaching in Country 
Uountry Schools. ' ., ' 
This work is not a, mass of " glittering generahties," but~ 
suggestions in detail as to how to teach and manag~an un'!: 
graded SChool, drawn from long expni...Fnce and observations 
" of one who has been there himself. , It IS a WOrK'\ devola of' SprlOngfield School of Oratory everything foreign to the subject. The only work !\vt!r . 
" , publish"i:d that meets the needs o(counlry teacb..... 'Feaclie!;S . 
AT SPRINGFIELD, ILL. (and they are num~red by the. legion), who have '~a.:clie'd 
Third T,rm O~ms March 25th, I880. Fourth Term 
ope ... s 7u.e 7, I880. 
FACUI,TY: 
in vain through a score or more of books on teachang; fpr 
something jlractical for their country sch90IS, shoula ' give 
this book a trial . Intensely b,terelt!"g, Tllortn/£"'y Brac-
#ca/j Eminently Ad"tted to tli, Cou"try,SclJo&ls, Ix.'5 ' ~ 
, . 
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J. C . FEITSHANS. A . M., Principal Professor of the Science 
and Art of Elocution, Voice Culture and Lecturer on 
Elocution and Gratory. -
Misiakes In T.eaching. . ' . . ' .'." 
By JAMBS. L. HUGHES, Inspector. of Public Schools, .,:~ 
Toronto, Can. This work discusses in 'a terse manner: ol'tvC;r ~ 
ONE HUNDRED of the mis takes commonly made by un. 
I trained or inexperienced Teachcrs. It is designed to warn 
tl I I during the young Teachers of the error; ihey are n abl. to make, and to The following gen emen wi I give e~tures help the older.members of the- profession to discard w~atev.er 
year: . methods or habits may ~e preventing their higIJest success. 
F. L. MA'rTHBWS.~. D .-PhysiololfY of VoIce. The mistakes are arranged under . the following heads:~ 
Hon. JAMI!S P. SLAD", State Su'permtendent of Public In- I. Mistakes in~~ ... n"gement. ~, Mistakes in. Discipline. 
Slruction oflilinois-Readlng. 3. Mistakes in ,Method. 4. Mistakes in Manner. 'Foned 
F . R . FEITSHANS, A. M., : Principal of Springfield High paP".r, cJot~ extra, .50 School-}E' lhetic Education. . 
His ExcellenCY, Governor SHBLBY M. CULLOM-Oratory. ~end for our price list of School Supplies Wore pi.f.~ -J' • , 
(B request: ) • •.. IchaslDg els~where. . _ I '. . _ . ' ) 
y , SCHOOL BOOKS EXCH&NGJ!:;Q. ' - • 
$"'2A WEEK.. · 'I"~ day at hoine easIly, ·:made. Costly W ·llT 'H: ' ., <A Lf..i! ,.,.,;;Z .... ;._ • ., Outfit Jieo. ~d~.1nIe.8:_Co~ A:uipl~,)le, .~'.~ 8. B. IJ.~ e. .'!JJZJLa; ~.~ ..,~.~o. ;I~/_ ~:.<:,.." 
• \ ... ~, ~ • .. 'lo ""::.,"'~.\ ... ~J:: . 
Miss IDA SCOTT, Teacher or Recitation and Articulation. 
Miss ALMA MORGAN, Teacher of Gesture. 
\ 
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The · ' Edl\lc~ti6Jhal ' W eeldy~ 
A DICTIONARY ON LEGS! 
.' , 
Only '~LEVEN 'DOLLARS, Legs and All. 
1 he Noyes' Dictionary Holder is the most useful article we 
have seen in many a day. 1t;s a light but'strong iron ' stand 
for holding a quarto dictionary or any book of similiar size, 
When not in USl!, the book is held tightly cloud, and, by an in· 
genious.device, the Holder admits ofits being opened even more 
readzly than if resting on a table, It takes up but little room, 
• and is so /landy that every literary worker should have .one 
beside his chair. It is worth its cost as a Dictionary preserver alo11e in 
every place where an Unabridged is in ttSe,-AMERICAN ,BOOKSELLER, 
February 2, 1880. . . ' 
USE THE NOYES DICTIONARY HOLDER, and have yo~r Un· 
abridged Dictionary always ready for reference. Place the Dictionary in 
the Holder and keep it there, There is no more occasion for taking it 
out of its Holder than out of its binding. Children and grown people 
refer to a dictionary, if mounted in one of these Holders, when they will 
, not go to a book case for it. The huge book does not get racked, soiled 
or spoiled. You have but to open the bo.ok and it remains open; close 
'it and it remains closed. Ifplaced by your side when reading, the task 
ON LEGS. of looking up new words is not deferred and then forgotten, but done 
instantly and easily, The Holder is high enough if you stand, low enough if you sit, It is an elegant 
parlol' ornament and an article that preserves the dictionary and makes its consuilation a pleasure, It 
has received nothing but praise from teachers, clergymen, and all other~ who have used it. Thc Holder 
is made of heavy steel wire, beautifully shaped and japanned, and has handles ' projecting above the 
book . . The regular size 'of the Dictio.nary Ho~der ·fits the edition of Webster copyrighted in 1864, 'and of, 
Worcester cppyrighted in 1859, as well as any edition of either since published. Previous editions 
were smaller, and Holders for them must be specilllly ordered. Read its praises: I ' 
01llcial Indorsement. 
Gen, John Eaton, €ommissioner of.the Bureau of Educa-
tion, DepartmcIlt ofthc Interior,·Washington, D. C., wrote 
as follow_, December IS, 1879 : . 
"Please send this office three (3) of your Di.ctionary Hold-
ers at fa each." 
January 15, 1880, the manufacturer received from the Bu-, 
re'lU of Education, Washingtoni D . C'I-the followini:: "This 
office has received, and is using ,with satisfaction, the Dic-
tionary .Holden forwarded by you," , 
, Recommended for School Use. 
1. C. Libby, Principal Central School, Middletown, Conn" 
wrote January 2, 1880, as follows: 
"The DIctionary Holder, with bill, came to:day, I am 
greatly pleased with iI, and shall, at the first opportunity, 
.r,ecommend the purchase of a number fOl school use," 
Very Much Please(}. 
J. R, Eaton, Professor of Natural Sciences, W,lliam Jewel 
Colle,e, Liberty_, Mo, wrote January 7, 1880, as follows: 
"DIctionary Holder came promptlY to hand yesterday_ I . 
am very much pleased with it." 
EYerybl)dy Pleased with It. 
M, D. Carpenter, As,ist.nt ,Cashier Schuyler Comity 
Bank, Watkin;;, N. Y , 'in a letter written November 29, 1879. 
speaks thus of the Holder. 
, ,, ""We are decidedly pleased with tt. It meet.~ your recom-
mendation perfectly. Everybody is pleased with it that has 
seen it' work, and two friends wish one 'each. * * * I 
herewitli enclose' my draft fr r '4, for whlch,please se d me 
two Holde~. ~or Dictionaries, 1878, by'American ·Express." 
Like It l'(uch. 
Sterlin, & Mosher, Booksellers and Stationers, Watertown, 
N, Y D~cember 18,1879. wrote as follow : 
"The Diclion ry Holder came to hand dll right, and we 
like it very much . Please send one half dozen more by ex-
press immediately." 
, Can't Get Enough of TIleln. ' 
George 'L" Cutler, Bookseller and Stationer, St, Joseph, 
Mo" in hfS letter of ' December 27,1879. says: 
"Tlie one-half dozen Holders came ~ll right, and were sold 
in two day... Please send me bv American · I!:xpress. imme-
dIately, twelve Diction;lry Holders, and' oblige," (On Jan-
uary 5, 1880! Mr, Cutler ordered another dozen,) -
Best Th.ing in the Market. 
5, H, Doolittle, News Dealer and Stationer, Sterling, Ill., 
December 22, 1819, wrote: I 
. "Dictionary Holders all gone; best thing in the -market, 
, l!l,Cloled find money order, for which please sond six. more 
~as soon as possible." l . i 
Telegraphed for Ten More. 
E. G.Hubbel Librarian. Atheneum Library, Pittsfield, 
Mass ., writes' December 18, 1879, as follows : 
"I, to-day, leceived the Holder, Think it a capital in-
vention, and one that ought and will sell in our State. The 
one you sent I sold after 1 had shown ittwlce, * * * Since 
writing the above. I have telegraphed for ten more, as they 
seem to take so well." ' 
Mr, Hubbe1 has. since ordered three dozen at a time; 
They Go oft'Like Hot Cakes. 
A. H, SYffithe, Bookseller and Stationer, Columbus, Ohio, 
wrote, December:26 1879, as follows: 
"Inclosed we hand you check for one dozen more Diction· 
ary Holders The half dozen you sent, as per Our other or· 
der, were not in the store more than a half hour. Please send 
as soon as possibie, and greatly oblige." 
Hear I Hear II 
C. M, Cone, Johns Hopkins University; Baltimore, Md" 
wrote November 22, 1879, as follows: 
"The Diclionary Stand came to-day, I am entirely charmed 
wilh it, and could hard lY believe that I was dealing with ac-
tual facts when I saw Iiow ccnvenient and handy it· really is. 
• • * Your Stand wiU better the 'intellects of Dictionary 
P05St:SSOTfi, and I, for one,.w.ould as soon think of being with-
out the dictioDaTYt itself as withoutr-the stal)d: '~ ·.... • ' 
Mote than ·Satlsfied. . 
Mi.s Emma F, Chadbourne, Abbott Ac~de;"y, Andover, 
Mass" February 3, 1880, wrote as follows: 
"The Dictionary Holdercame in good condition by this 
evening's express. We are more than satisfied with it." 
Within Ule Reach of All. 
J. K . Mar.omber, Professor of Physics, 'Iowa State Agrt-
cultural College, February 10, 1880, wrote as follows regard-
ing the DictionalY Holder: ' 
"'It is certaInly A. wonderful contrivance, at once useful, or-
namental, and within the reach of ail," 
They are Deserving. 
S C, Dodds & Co. , Booksellers, Bloomington, Ind., Janu- . 
ary 31, 1880, wrote as follows: ' ~ 
'"The Holde rs are cerlainly very ingenious. and deserve, a 
place in every study, library and private office." ~; 
New York Tribune. 
The ed;'tor of Tlte Ntw York Wukly T;ihu,u, Home In-
terests Department, February,s, 1880, wrote the following : 
"The Holder came in good order, I like it extremely and 
shaH commenJ it to all enquirers " 
From Tlte N .. lJ York fVeekly T,..ioun~ of February II, 
1880, we clip the followin,: 
"We know of but one satisfactory. Holder; that, howevcl, '" 
is 5,0 good that a second is, not nceded." 
PRICE,. $2.00. 
'IlI1i6 New Webster's Unabridged, with. Supplement, will be sent'with the 
. Ho~ t01' Eleven DoU,a1's~ ' -, . . 
Bent by Expre88 t .o any pa1't 0/ the Unite4 .States, by 
. . S~ ·R. 'W1NCHE1L & CO., 
Eliupztional'Publisners and Agents, CkiEago, Ill, 
I. ,. " ' 
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Cku:ago &--N~rthwestern 
RAILWAY 
Is the OLDEST! BEST CONSTRUCTED·I BEST 
EQUIPPED 1 and hence the 
L~ading Railway of the West 
~nd Northwest . . 
It embraces under ·one Management 
2,380. MILES OF ROAD", 
and lorms the following Trunk Lines : 
"Chicago, Council Bluffs & California Line' " 
"Chicago; Sioux 9ity-& Yankton Line" , 
"Chicago. Clinton, Dubuque & La C;osse Line,' 
"Ch!cago, Freeport & Dubuque Line," 
"ChIcago, La Crosse, Winona & Minnesota Line, 
"Chicago, St, Paul & Minneapolis Line," 
"Ch!cago, Milwaukee & Lake Superior Line," , 
"Chu,ago, Green Bay & Lake Superior Line." 
-ITS- ' 
~otincii Bluffs, Denver,and f1ali· . 
fornia Line . 
fs the Best Route between CHICAGO and all points m 
IOWA, DAKOTA, NEBRASKA, WYOMING COLOR-
ADO, UTAH, NEVADA:, CALIFORNIa OREGON 
CHINA, JAP:AN ;md AUSTR:ALIA. ItS ' , 
St. Paul and Minneapolis Line 
Is the Best Line between CH I C AGO and all points' in 
NORTHWESTERN WISCONSIN an~ MINNESOTA ' 
and (or MADISON,ST, PAUL MINNEAPOLIS DU: 
LUTH, and a1l p~ints in the Great Northwest. Its ' 
. La Crosse and Minnesota Line 
Is the Best Route between CHICAGO and LA CROSS'E 
' INONA, ROCHESTER, OWATONNA IIlANKATO' 
';T, PETER, NEW UL ,1, and all points ;'n CENTRAL 
MINNESOTA and DAKOTA. Its 
Green Bay and Marquette Line 
Is the Onlr. Line Itetween CHICAGO and JANESVILLE 
WATER10WN, FOND DU LAC, NE'ENAH, MEN 
ASHA, OSHKOSH, GREEN BAY, MARQUETTE 
HOUGHTON, HANCOCK, and the LAKE SUPERIOR 
COUNTRY, Tt!., 
Ereep9rt and Dubuque .Line 
Is the 0nly 'Route botween 'CHICAGO anti ELGIN, . 
~t?CKFORD, FREEPlJRT, and all points via Freeport. 
Chicago and Milwaukee ··Line 
Is the old Lake Shore Route between CHICAGO and 
HIGHLAND PARK, WAUKEGAN R!\CINE, KEN-
OSHA and MILWAUKEE, and the BeSt Route to SHE-
BOYGAN, MANITwoe, GREEN LAKE and RIPON. 
It is the Only Road in the West running Pullm.an Hotel 
Cars between Chicago and Council Bluffs, 
Bear in mind no other road runs Pullm:m Hotel Cars, or 
any other form of Hotel Cars THROUGH between epicago 
and the Missouri River, All Ticket Agents can sell you 
Through Tickets by thts Route. 
It is the Only Road runmng Pullman Sleeping Cars either . 
way between Chicago and St. Paul, or any point north ot -
ChIcago, . ' • 
New York Office."4'5 Broadway. Boston Office"5 State 
Street. O~aha Office, 1324 Farnam Street San Francisco 
Office, 2 New Montgomery Street, Chicago Ticket Offices, 
6. Clark Street, under Sherman Home; 75 Canal, cot, Mad-
ison Street: 59 State, cor, Randolph Streel: Pdmer House; 
Grand Pacific Hotel; Kinzie Street Depot, cor. West Kinzie 
and Canal Stree ·.s; Wells Street Depot, cor. Wells .and Kil\-
zie Strgets. · . 
For' tnfonnatio~, foiders. ~ etc;, not obtainable at 
Home Ticket Office. address any agent of the Company, or 
MARVIN HUGHITT, W. H. STENNETT, ..... 
Gen'l Manager, Chicago.. Gen'\ Pass,Ag't, C~icago. 
ROHRER'S BOOK-K.EEPING. 
Primary, ••••. ,' .. : ', , . __ -"so I The five books sent to teacll. 
' Com~on School, ••• _ : '_: ' .',50 ers for ox.amination 101'.'3,50 , 
Counting-House, •.• _ , , __ 3,00 but only ID reply to requests 
.Lectu~~ ",ex:. Ke" .. ,.2,00 accompanied by tlie money 
5 terms for.lntroduction. . 
cPu \ W. J. GILBERT, l!U1olisher, St. l.ou;s,)[o • . '-
